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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL

TRAIN ROBBED
IN

wide and ton feet high, sloping gradually to the cast; thus the defendant
erected approach to the viaduct unlawfully and without condemning the
street, thus depriving them of all
means of Ingress and egress. The
railroad company has refused to compensate them for loss and Injury. They
claim $2,600 carnages.

Passengers Relieved of One
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR LEE TESTIFIES

Senator Bailey of Texas Receives a Dig Fee
From a Texas Millionaire.

The president of the United States

of

the

and at certain intervals as amusing as on former nights.
Very little was said about receipts
last night, but from the activity of
the visitors and the smiling faces of
the ladles in charge, there was no
question about the financial end being
satisfactory.
From present Indications Elsk' night
will be the evening of an overwhelming success, both socially and

The

Bazaar Will

CHARGE.

be in Hands of

the Gentlemen Tonight.
LAST NIGHT'S

ACTIVITY.

The only successful social event of

or herself a com
that their yards
lots are cleaned
old tin cans and
cast off clothes.

should constitute his
mittee of one to see
and abutting vacant
of rubbish, especially
disease-breedin-

g

HOPEWELL

Santa

Thinks

HERE.

Central

Will be

Completed by May 10.

He Tells of Corruption In the Missouri

.

This Evening.

Legislature.
St. Louis, April 24. Lieut. Gov. J.
A. Lee, who returned from Chicago
night appeared before the grand
Jury when the body resumed the Inves-wer- e
tlgatlon of charges of boodllng In the
general assembly In connection with
baking powder legislation.
Attorney General Crow, who Is con
ducting the Jefferson City end of the
Inquiry, was present and assisted Circuit Attorney Folk In questioning the
witness.
Several Indictments were returned
by the Cole county grand Jury a the
result of Mr. Lee's testimony at Jefferson City and It is expected that a
number will be handed down here.
Lieut. Gov. John A. Lee says the
question of his resignation Is in the
hands of Attorney General Crow and
that he will probably do as that official recommends.
Lee says, however, that he has reasons for wishing to remain In office.
One of these, he says, Is that he Is a
poor man and needs the salary attached to the office.

WORKING

ON

ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN.

General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
the Albuquerque Eastern and Santa
Fe Central roads, came down from
Santa Fe last night and Is in the city
today.
Mr. Hopewell, when approached by
a representative of The Citizen, stated
that he was here on no special business, but just came down because he
liked the city and its people.
Further, he stated that the track
laying out of Torrance was being done
as fast as can be possible, and that the
grading of the Albuquerque Eastern
was headed toward the metropolis of
the southwest.
The Santa Fe coal fields, the center
of which is Hagan, Is rapidly making a
showlDg In coal production
and as
soon as the Santa Fe Central is com
pleted the output of the mines will
astonish many who do not realize the
Importance of the mineral resources of

the season, the St. Joseph's bazaar,
Will be in absolute charge of the Elks
-- the Best People on Earth and this
means that the gentlemen will make
an effort to make a visible showing for
Decker Sentenced.
the one evening they hold full sway.
St. Louis, April 24. The sealed verOf course, the attractive Elks' dict
returned last night by Jury be-booth will be a favored corner, for fore which Louts Decker, former mem
nere win De iouna tne iou EiKBiher r h
i..
charm that is to be raffled off by the been trled on the ch
,
,n
of

Cinnabar, Mont., 24. The president's train was moved to Gardiner, the entrace to Yellowstone
park, this morning, The president
will probably board it after lunch
before the ceremonies Incident to
the laying of the corner stone of
the park gate begin. The start
from Gardiner will be made at 6
o'clock this evening.
WATCHING CROOKS.

Fe

LEE TESTIFIES.

eml-jlas-

ELKS IN

will be here on the afternoon of Tues
day, May B, and everybody In the city

be as interesting

trains.

trans-continent-

Many of the persons In the depot were
asleep and did not know they had
been robbed until the noise arose as
train was being pulled into the station.
t
The conductor and porter of the
grant 6leeper with the passengers
later herded Into one end of the
car and the search Instituted by one
man while the others held the crowd
back with guns. They left the train
betwen Lincoln and Mllford.

Roosevelt Will Leave the Park

Bailey's Big Fee.
New York, April 24. United States
Senator Bailey, of Texas, has receiv- MANY DETECTIYES IN ST. LOUIS
ed a fee of $200,000 from John H. Klr-by- ,
the "industrial king," of Texas.
The latter recently determined to re- The Public Schools ot Illinois Obser
finance one of his large companies opving Arbor Oaf.
erating In the pine forests In southeastern Texas and employed Bailey
to assist In enlisting New York finan
ciers in the enterprise. He was suc
COAL MINERS RETURN TO WORK.
cessful and the fee resulted.

Thousand Dollars.

Lincoln, Neb., April 24. Passengers
on Burlington train No. 41 were held
up and robbed of $1,000 early this morning as the train was leaving the Burlington Union depot In Lincoln. The
train has been robbed three times
within one hundred miles of here. The
last haul netted $50,000 to the men
who did the work and no trace of
them has ever been found. The work
this morning was accomplished mostly while the passengers from the
Bench and Feeder lines of the Burlington were in the depot waiting the arrl-ya- l

THE PRESIDENT

New Mexico.
Mr. Hopewell is anxious for

a- -

par-

Hundreds of Detectives In St Louis to
Guard President.
St. Louis. April 24 Detectives are
being brought to St. Louis from many
of the principal cities of the United
States. This Is because of the dedica
tion of the World's fair and the pres
ence of President Roosevelt next
week, which will attract tens of thous
ands of visitors from the rural dis
tricts of the different states the very
kind the crooks and the pick pockets
of the large cities follow. It Is well
known that some of the most dangerous confidence men of the country will
be attracted to St. Louis. The detec
tives from the cities know these
crooks on sight. n oeraI wilt, be
brought from Chicago to look out for
Chicago crooks, Cincinnati detectives
to keep an eye on the bad men from
that city, and so on.
There are to be more than 100 of
these sleuths. Whenever a profession
al crook is recognized he will be ar
rested. He will be put in jail at once
and kept there until the festivities are
over. It will not be necessary for him
to commit a crime before he finds him
self behind the bars. If there are any
old charges on which these profession
can be
als, many of them
held they will be punished to the full
Special precautions will be
extent
taken likewise for the safety of the
president during his stay In St. Louis.
Besides the secret service who are
now accompanying him, a special detail has been ordered from Washington and will be here by the time the
presidential party reaches the city.
.

tial completion of the Santa Fe Cen
tral by the l"th of May, at which time
he expects General Torrance and a
party of friends from Pennsylvania,
yet so far no definite time has been
Elks by a method devised by them - ' onnectIon wth the 8uburbttn fran. set. Mr. Hopewell is meeting many
I
SelVeS.
friends in the city today, who enjoy a
China hnnrilo luirlalaHnn
t,l
The dancing will also be under the;guty and ,mp08(ld an mprl,0Illnent social that with him.
masterful hands of the benevolent and in the penitentiary of four years. The
protective ones.
verdict was read In court today. Coun
Miners Return to Work.
TEDDY'S CARD.
A merry srowd of smiling faces were sel for the defendant Immediately apMahoney City. Pa., April 24. Pur
entertained by the ladies, who could plied for a new trial. Judge Ryan
suant to the action taken at a mass
be seen first in one place then anoth- took the application under advisement.
meeting here yesterday, 0,000 miners
er, thinking only of the worthy cause
To be the Most Unique One Ever returned to work In the Mahoney disfor which they were working. The
United States Marshal Foraker left
trict today, waiving the Saturday
differing dispositions of the visitors for Santa Fe this morning with Moreen
short day pending a settlement of the
Made for a President.
were appeased by some attraction W. Jurrens, who was sentenced yesterdispute by a board of conciliation
especially adapted to their particular day by Judge Baker to serve two years
The Shenandoah valley men have as
natures.
In the penitentiary at hard labor. Juryet made no move to accept the comNAVAJO
SQUAW ELLE.
To the gentlemen guests, especially rens pleaded guilty to adultery.
pany's terms.
He
those whose busy existence is soothed will now have plenty of time to repent
by a qulpt smoke, the comfortable of his faithlessness.
Municipal League at Ann Arbor.
President Theodore Roosevelt, who
smoking room, in charge of Mrs. Pres-tel- .
Ann Arbor, Mich., April 24. The
on Tuesday evening was elected an
Is a delightful place.
honorary member of the Commercial
The hall and floors are hung and
SUITS FILED.
club of the great, growing and hustling
COMING FROM WINGATE.
laid with Navajo blankets of rich and
city of Albuquerque, will upon bis visit
striking hues, and the large easy
.
to this city on May 5 be presented
Ak.L.
mans ami.1 ilounges rentiers u a man . a
i n
j
rendezvous as soon as he has tasted of! MrS. KiUil MIQ SU8S TOT OiVOfCB with the most unique card of admission that has ever been given to a Forty Men From Fort Will Act as
Its luxuries.
From Her Husband.
president, king, prince or any other
The children find the doll booth one
Presidential Escort.
potentate since the world was created.
that pleases the eye, and the candy
It is to be a Navajo saddle blanket
booth one that pleases the taste. The
SUIT AGAINST SANTA FE ROAD.
made by one of the finest weavers of
fair waiden and the well appearing
young man find the ice cream delicWILL ARRIVE MAY 3.
Navajo blankets In the southwest.
Judge Baker, of the Commercial
ious.
Mrs. Isabel Iiaird, wife of William club, has the
The active business man is a Judge
matter in charge, and
Capt. W. E. Dame, who is one
frf good sandwiches and coffee, while It. Baird, filed divorce papers this called at the Harvey museum this
of the committee working hard to
Ihe pretty things at the domestic and morning with District Clerk Dame. morning to consult Manager Swltzer
make the President Roosevelt re- handkerchief booths appeal to the art- She states that they were married on in regard to the matter. The Judge
ception a grand success In every
istic tastes of the mothers, wives and November iy, 1S'j8, in this city, and brought a drawing also, and a draftsdaughters.
particular, has received imnnrt.
that Immediately after he abandoned man will put on the finishing touches,
Many of the gentlemen will be In- and refused to live with her, through 60 that the blanket can be got
news from Fort Wineatn ami
ant
well
terested in learning that a beautiful no fault of hers; that since December under construction by tomorrow.
it is to the effect that forty men,
meerschaum pipe valued at about $20 1, 1901, he has failed to support her Manager Switzer informed a Citizen
selected for the purpose, will be
Will be raffled off tonight. The valua- and their
here to aid In the reception to the
representative that the blanket will be
Infant child, Edward.
president.
ble pipe was presented to the bazaar
Papers were filed with the clerk bv 63 inches long by 29 wide. It will be
by a former lady of the hospital, who J. M. Ahlrlch et al.,
They will come forty strong
of
city, red with a large line diamond run
Vas so well pleased with the treat- against the Atchison, Topeka this
three
oftli era
& Santa' ning diagonal in which the letters will
ment she received while confined Fe Railroad company,
one hospital corps man and thlr- Mr. Aldrlch ' be worked in white. The inscription
In the hospital, she sent this pres- and wife set forth
troopers, under command
that for the past ' will read like
Rooseent.
of Lieutenant Polllon. They are
twenty years they have been In posses, j velt, honorary this: "President
member, Albuquerque A scheduled to reach
The contestants In the saddle horse s!ou of a piece of land in Highland adthis city on
Commercial ciul, .May B, 1903."
contest are becoming closer together dition numbered lot C In block 5,
evening of May 3, on the No.
the
and
The
Navajo
squaw, Kile, who has
8 passenger train from the west,
and there will unquestionably be an that at the time of the purchase of
been assigned to do this important
exciting race today and tomorrow. the property at the
'
and will act as escort to Presi- south of . it there work, is a good looking squaw and
There , are plenty of supporters, who I U'Qa
dent Roosevelt on the afternoon
n
- n i . . .. .. i.
as uoai
avenue has nearly reached the
of May 6.
xw
iinni tne last minute, running east and west which was
She is considered by Manager
Chief Rafflor Scott Knight could be used by the public and which
In a very short time these sol- has con-- ' Swltzer to be the moist expert squaw
dier boys, with others of the fam- 6 ,H81 nIS"1, WDlle nVlnue,l 10 be useJ "P to the month of
now living for this line of
told of V
She
the merits of the articles sold June, 1901. They further
ous Fourteenth
cavalrv
state that has her loom all ready setwork.
up and is
'leave for duty in the Philippines,
' oi tne wneei. a handsome the
defendant
whilly disreearded now waiting
for the drawing, which
4ndlan sofa pillow was received by their rights in the nromi...
and as this will bo their last so- Jlrs. W. J. Johnson. T.enn Hertzn Inv .Tuna lufti im.n.iu4.i.. and dur- . will probably be ready for her this
clal function for several years to
nd Lee Mitchell each captured a box of their
afternoon. The finest of material is ' come our citizens should show
residence
frout door erec-cf cigars. This attraction proved to ted an embankmentand tweney-fou'them all possible courtesies.
r
feet
Continued on page four.
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convention of the National Municipal
league, which has been In session In
Detroit for two days past, today changed the theater of its discussions to
Ann Arbor, the delegates arriving by
special train this morning and being
welcomed by the city officials and university authorities.
Explosion In Coal Mine.
Halifax. N. S., April 24. A dispatch
from Sydney, C. B., says an explosion
occurred in the Dominion Coal Reserve mine and that four men are
missing and are supposed to be dead.
Further Information received here is
that the explosion occurred early today in a slope about two miles from
the pit of the Reserve mine. One
man escaped but was badly burned.
It Is not yet known how serious the
explosion was. It was attributed to
fire damp resulting from the flames in
pit No. 1, which have been burning
for more than a month.
Major Bogardus has been officially
recognized by the poetofllce depart-

ment as acting postmaster for the
sureties of the late J. L. Morris, formerly postmaster at Thornton.
OUT

OF

ILLINOIS RUMPUS
IS NOW SETTLED
Legislature Resumes Busi
ness Without Rioting.
INVESTIGATION OF BRIBERY CHARGES

Judicial Decision Against the Railroads DIs
crlmlnatlnd In Rates.
Springfield, 111., April 24. A number interest of the Morgan securities. Mr.
of conferences were held previous to i.ocke holds the prominent position of
the meeting of the house this morning. auditor for the Morgan company. Ha
Just before the house convened Mr. has also served in the capacity of priAllen, who acted as speaker during the vate secretary to David Bennett HiU
memwhile governor of New York, and ha
session held by the ninety-fivbers that remained in their seats after held many other positions of trust in
Speaker Miller declared a recess yes- the Empire state. His present mission
terday morning, announced the follow is to get a basis of operations In the
ing floor committee to act for the antl- - Mexican Central railroad. It Is said J.
organi.atlon forces: Democrats, Wil Pierpont Morgan & Co. have recently
son, M. L. McKinley and Burton; re invested heavily In securities in the
publicans, Murray, Brundage and Tice. Mexican Central and that other investA conference was had with the memments are to be made at once should
bers of the republican steering com- examinations to be made by Locke
mittee and it was agreed that no at- prove satisfactorily. Mr. Locke stopped
tempt should be made to approve the over In Albuquerque to await his baggage which had been delayed, and also
journal of yesterday. The plan
en was to have the matter ot the arrival of an Interpreter and Spanthe approval of the Journal postponed ish stenographer."
until the next legislative day, thus
This is all the newspaper men could
leaving the proceedings of yesterday learn of Mr. Locke's visit here, but
open. Mr. Rinaker was selected to there were many private transaction
The between a few of Albuquerque's proml- make the motion to postpone.
house was called to order at 9:16 by
(Continued on page five.)
Speaker Miller. Chaplain Powers offered a fervent prayer, but made no
SWORD IS GIVEN.
reference to the exciting scenes ol
yesterday, or of the charge xt attempt
Si'tsHk.. Miller mad
of
at the session last evening. The
clerk proceeded with the reading of Col. Ochiltree's Blade Presented
the Journal up to the close of the reguConfederate Yeterans.
lar afternoon session. Then Mr, Rinaker moved further reading of the
journal and its approval be postponed
WON AT YAL VERDE BATTLE.
until the next legislative session. The
motion was carried without opposition. Mr. Llndley then started to call
The presentation of the sword of
up the motion to reconsider the vote
by which the amendments to house Col. Tom Ochiltree to the John C
bill, the Lindley land ownership bill, Brown camp of Confederate Veterans
was adopted yesterday but Immediate- last night proved a notable event In
ly withdrew his request. Mr. Curtis army circles, says the El Paso News.
by unanimous consent then called up a
Veterans of both sides as well as
bills on
number of appropriation
of Veterans with ladles and
Sons
second reading.
friends were present in large numBribery Charges.
bers, and the Border Rles in full uniSpringfield, 111., April 24. Until the
form entertained the guests at their
committee appointed by Speaker Miller armory,
The drum and fife corps
to Investigate the charges ot bribery turned out and furnished some stir- of
the Mueller traction
in the Interests
I
Ei 111
ij
bill, made by him yesterday, has re illAfteruoiv,
the presentation of the battle
ported, and until George W. Hinman, I
relic had taken place
crowd en
of Chicago, has been summoned befor
had bee.
Joyed the refreshment?
bar of the house, to prove similar" provided. These consisted of
coffee.
charges published in the Inter-Oceasandwiches, beer, lemonade and cake.
, of Chicago; no action will be taken
by
The sword which was given by Genthe house upon any of the traction eral Green to Col. Ochiltree after the
bi'lfl now pending. This action was de
battle of Val Verde for distinguished
termined upon by the antl-ler forces conduct during the fight, was presenttoday and they carried it through by ed to the camp by Judge Edwards.
the passage of a resolution. The oppo- who represented the donor, Mrs. Eva
nents of the Mller faction are firm in O. Kneeland, the sister of Col. Ochilthe belief that no proof of bribery will tree.
be forthcoming.
Judge Edwards made a notable
speech, in which he reviewed the life
and deeds of Tom Ochiltree, whom
VICTIMIZED.
he had known since boyhood.
The sword was accepted for the
camp by Judge Kemp, who made ft.
Drafts Cashed for J. B. Locke Re few appropriate
and beautiful remarks.
After this ceremony the crowd parpresenting J. Pierpont Morgan.
took of the refreshments and the military company gave an exhibition drill
In the manual of arms.
DONE FOR OVER $200.
e

DANGER.

Successtul Operation Performed on
Mrs, Augustine Sanchez.
CASE OF UNUSUAL INTEREST.

de-eld-

Mrs. Augustin Sanchez, of Barelas,
who met with a peculiar accident,
which resulted In an arrested birth, is

getting along nicely after having been
successfully operated upon for iue re
moval of the dead child.
The case Is of unusual Interest from
the fact that such accidents usually
precipitates the birth of the child at
the time of the accident.' In this case,
the woman carried the dead child foi
nearly four months without having
manifested any very decided symptoms
to indicate what had happened to her.
The accident is directly traceable to
a fright which Mrs. Sanchez experienced four months ago upon suddenly
entering a room and finding a man
lying dead upon a bed.
maternal
These cases of
impressions are not unusual In medical literature, although In the present
instance this particular case possesses
features of more than ordinary Interest In medical science.
The woman's husband, who is
at the local railway shops, consulted with Dr. Crosson, who recognized the condition, and successfully
operated upon her. Mrs. Sanchez la
reported up and around, aud her neighboring friends are pleased to report
her out of all danger.
d

THE METHODISTS.

Annual

Convention
Aiamogordo,

brlbt-rjvhlc-

tt

tbt

to be Hel4 at
N. M.

11

CONFERENCE TO BEGIN

MAY

5.

The district conference and Epworth
League of the EI Paso district New
Mexico conference of the Methodist
Episcopal church, south, will be held
at Aiamogordo, New Mexico from May
6 to 10.
The exercises will begin on the
evening of May 5, when Rev. D. L.
Collie, of El Paso, will deliver the
opening sermon. On Wednesday, Rev.
Collie will lead the discussion on "The
Analysis of Pastoral Epistles."
The
afternoon discussion will be In regard
to foreign missions.
Rev. J. P. Corbln will deliver an address on Friday, May 8, on "The Analysis of the Epistle of the Epheslans."
In the discussion of the Junior League
work on Saturday Rev. T. L. Lallance
will discuss the difficulties to be over
come In organizing and Ira H .S . Hug-get- t
will discuss the missionary campaign library.
In the Senior league rally Volney
M Brown will speak on the "Forward
Movement."
The meeting Is expected to be a
largo one, and members will be present from El Paso, Demlng, Las Cruces,
Aiamogordo. Carlsbad, Iordsburg,
Roswell, Alpine, Portales, Marfa
and other cities of the district. The
meeting will end with an excursion to
Cloudcroft.
The officers of the district are as follows:
T. L. Lallance, presiding elder. El
Paso. Texas; 8 E. Allison, president,
Marfa, Texas; J. J. Williamson, vice
president, Roswell, N. M.; George O.
Gilmore, treasurer, Roswell, N. M ; C.
Smith, chorister, Pecos Texas: Miss
Roxle Taylor, organist, Pecos, Texas;
(Continued oa pact tlvt )
Pe-co-

CANNOT

From the sensational vlctimlziugs of
the last few months In Albuquerque It
seems that the Duke City is a rendez
vous for the clever eastern crooks, especially New York, who represent
themselves to be well connected with
world renowned financiers and proml
nent corporations of the east. In the
early part of January a stately, serious
faced gentleman, his locks tinged with
the characteristic grey, which invariably marks a man connected and In
volved in the weighty problems of the
world, adorned the Alvarado register
with the name of J. B. Locke, of New
York. The gentleman had a congenial
and winning manner, which placed blm
within the respect of several citizens.
Mr. Ixcke, in a business like manner, gave out the information that he
was the traveling auditor of J. Pierpont Morgan, and the newspapers
learning that a man prominently associated with the affairs of Morgan, published the following notice of his visit
to the Duke City:
"J. It. Ix)cke, representing J. Pierpont Morgan & Co., has departed for
the City of Mexico, to look Into the
affairs of the Mexican Central aud la

DISCRIMINATE.

Railroads Enjoined Under Provision
of the Elkina Law.
Chicago, April 24. Judge Grosscup
has entered an order In the United
States court of appeals enjoining six
railroad companies from discriminating against small shippers In the western territory. The decision Is espec
ially Important as being the first under
the new Kl kins law. The government
a cording to the decision 1b entitled to.
the injunction against the defending
railroads under the commerce act as
well as the Elkins act. The ruling applies to fourteen railroads which were
covered by proceedings instituted In
the federal court. Six of these companies were defendants In the local
court, and the others are under the
Jurisdiction of Kansas City federal
court. Judge Grosscup announced
that he and Judge Phillips were of one
mind relative to all the points Involv
ed, and that the latter would render a
like decision today.
Kansas City, Apr.. 24 Judge John
P. Phillips, of the United States circuit court, said today that he would
not render bis decision until Monda
next.
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If anybody Is sick at your house, that makes It all the moie
that you should come here for the medicines which your doctor
The markets of the world do not afford purer drugs than re
Our stock of PKUG9 and SCNDUIES Is full and complete

B. H. BRIQOS & CO.,
PR0P5.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY
FUST STREET

CORNER OOLU AVC

Osxyor
jfclbuqucrque

McCREIGHT, Publishers

HUGHES
W. T.

Daily (Jifijfi)
Editor

fTnvtlM

and City Bdltor

lIoCrel-tat....M-

Published Dally and Veekly.

UNION(&?FLABtr

gence of oversight, and no physicians
are Infallible, or within gunshot of It.
They had the usual peaceful
of a negro In Arkansas last night.
Maine has decided to stick to prohi
bition. The prohibitionists favor It as
a matter of "principle" and the people
who sell liquor don't care to nave to
pay a license, so everybody Is satisfied.

though taking the record for eight or
ten years, the gain In exports has been
greater than in Imports. In the
twelve months ended with March,
1895, the country's exports of merchandise were $805,000,000. They were
$1,414,000,000 In the twelve months
ended with March of 1903. The exports
were slightly higher In the two preceding years, having been $1,429,000,000
In 1902 and $1,480,000,000 in 1901, the
twelve months ending In March being
the year meant in each case.
Judge McMillan In Washington.
A special dispatch from Washington
dated April 22. says: Judge D. H. Mc
Millan, of Roswell, N. M., has arrived
here In response to a peremptory
order of the department of Justice to
attend the further hearing In his rase.
It is believed Anal action will he
taken by the department in a short
time. While it Is not certain that
Judge McMillan will leave the service.
there are many applications for his
nlace. the number Including half a
dozen from New Mexico and several
from other states.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN8UR PASSED FACILITIES

Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Stomach, Liver,

Dittos

Goods,

1 1

so cures

Bowel and

Co.

take Sole Agents for Casino Canned
Jas. Heekln 4V Co.'s Coffees,

II is
Vert (print
tonic nd blood
before
purifier
I

Pratt &

214 South Second

Kid-

ney Disorders.

Hllsboro

Creamery

9m
LETTER LIST.

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUEfftUb,

N.

8treet.

Butter

Best on

Earth.

Try It and see
Ovtfera Solicited.
for yourself.

THE

H

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

Free Delivery

The Union
Market
107 West Oelal Avenue.

Following Is the lint of letters re
maining uncalled for In the postofflce
at Albuquerque, N. M., for the week
ending April 25, 1903:
Ladies' List.
Analla, Mis Clofa Parker, Edora
Burkett, Gurtrude Powell, Miss
lllanche
N
Collins, Mrs M J rcttit, Miss
Lucln- ella Scott
Powell, Mrs Lou
da
Hartley
Heady, Mrs
Heslep, Mrs Ollie Scott, Mrs O N
Johnson, Mrs B T Sandoval, Sra Jose
flta Romero de
Kass, Miss Mlna
Seymour, Mrs
Keen, Mary
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F&ilroad Topics I
Route Agent A. J. Powell, of the
Express company, went
last night.
A batch of natives left last night for
the Lantry grading camps at Rio
Puerco, and another batch went to
southern Arizona.
It Is officially announced that the
loss of oil at the burning of the Santa
Fe tanks at Bagdad several days ago
amounted to 49,000 barrels.
F. P. Barnes, the efficient master
mechanic In the local shops, who has
been visiting cities In the east for several weeks, will return home today.
Four box cars were run over the new
track to the site of the American Lura
ber company yesterday afternoon. This
track runs across North Fourth street.
R. H. Ripley and family will arrive
Jn this city this evening. They are on
their way to visit Los Angeles. Mr.
Ripley is the son of President Ripley
pf the Santa Fe.
Dr. Eugene Bakes, assistant surgeon and physician on the Santa Fe
Cut-ofIs at the St. Joseph's hospital,
a patient himself. He hopes to be up
and around In a few days.
Lou Atkinson, Injured In the steam
pipe accident at the local rallyaw
shops night before last, Is at his
room, 219 West Gold avenue, and Is
reported getting along nicely.
J. D. Mcl.achlen has been promoted
and appointed manager of the Western
Union telegraph office of Las Vegas,
succeeding Bell Brooks In that position, the latter leaving for San Fran-Cisc-

he spares no expense to make his
travels comfortable. He alwaya
pies his private car and when going
long Journeys takes his orchestra with
him, using five cars to convey his
party. For one week passed at Hot
Springs, Va., this spring his bills ag- occu-nort- h

Wells-Farg-

f,

Car loads of steel rails and other
supplies are being rapidly received by
the Santa Fe Central railway at Santa
Fe. The Denver & Rio Grande trains
are run in with two engines, so heavy
Js the traffic.
The railroads, In their appeal, give
thirty-fou- r
reasons why the "merger"
decision should be reversed. In the
array Is every conceivable technicality
Except that the bailiff once said "hear
jrou" Instead of "hear yez."
Officials of the Rock Island declare
that the "Golden State Limited" train
"Will not be taken off this summer.
It
service will
is stated that
be maintained, as travel to California
during the summer has greatly Increased.
Mrs. Sam. Bushey, president of the
G. I. A. to the B. of L. E., at Las
Vegas, has resigned her office and will
leave that city. The ladles of her
lodge held a meeting the other
and presented Mrs. Bushey with
a handsome star and crescent pin, emblematic of the order.
R. M. Hodges, the wide awake general purchasing agent of the Santa Fe
system, together with hts wife and Mr.
and Mrs. Ellis, of Chicago, passed
through here last evening In a private
tar bound for the coast. Mrs. Ellis 1b
the accomplished daughter of President Ripley, of the Santa Fe road.
The shut down of the Minneapolis
flour mills, undertaken as a protest
against discriminatory freight rates on
flour, as compared with wheat, has
come to an end. While no formal concessions have been made by the railroads, assurances have been received
which justify the millers In resuming.
Stewart L. Moore, general freight
agent of the Northern Pacific road,
died suddenly of pleurisy at his home
in St. Paul, aged 60 years. Mr. Moore
was at his desk a few hours before
death and though he did not feel well
be was not thought to be seriously 111.
Mr. Moore was widely known In railroad circles throughout the United
eve-Din- g

states.

C. E. Cramer, who Is the traveling

engineer of the Baldwin locomotive
works, came in from Douglas, Ariz.,
this morning, and will remain a few
days with his family.
Mr. Cramer
.was at Douglas personally superintending the putting up of a number
Of new Baldwin engines for the El
Paso & Southwestern railroad, known
as the Bisbee road.
A branch of the Order of Railway
Clerks of America was installed at
Denver by District Organizer W. E.
Sanford. The purpose is to affiliate
this body with the other railway organizations. The order Is said to have
already extended over much of the
United States and to enjoy a membership of many thousands. All clerks
and other employes of railway offices
are eligible to membership.
It Is not generally known, but one of
the big passenger engines In use on
the Santa Fe will consume twelve tons
pt coal In traveling 125 miles. This Is
probably more than Is consumed by
any other type of engine In use on any
railroad. It almost seems Impossible
that an engine could consume that
much coal in traveling that number of
miles, but It Is done under ordinary
Conditions.
At the session of the Transcontinental Passenger association, at Portland, Ore., the committee appointed to
lake up the matter of east bound rates
to a number of annual conventions
made Its report. The association voted
a one fare first class rate from the Pacific coast, except the North Pacific
points, with a ninety-dalimit from
the date of sale and stopover privileges except In California, on going
trip. The Elkfns act was taken up and
discussed sufficiently to show where
the diversity of opinion in this matter
begins.
It Is stated as a matter of Interest
that James H. Moore, one of the principal owners of the Rock Island, Is
one of the greatest travelers In the
United States and that on every trip

mnra than tIA 0(10 If a tnnHa
h,g forune ,n the manufacture of tln
plate before he entered the railroad
world. Mr. Moore and party were In
Topeka last winter on their way to
California and at that time two car
loads of blooded horses helped to make
The surest and safest remedy for
up the equipment of his special train. kidney and bladder diseases Is Foley's
O. W. Martin, general western agent Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
for the 'Frisco system, returned to
The Lawn Question.
,. Mp M,rHn ... aaw . rpa. The remarks
,rIn
of pleasure and appremany railroad men. I was Impressed ciation let fall by the passengers conwith their general determination to cerning the Castaneda lawns, and the
conform absolutely to the spirit and slghtworthy building Itself, are highly
Vegans,
letter of the Elklns law, both as re- interesting to the loyal
gards making reduced freight rates who chance to hear them. The general
and the Issuance of free or reduced verdict Is that the Castaneda lawns
transportation. All lines have canceled are far ahead of those of the Alvarado
any and all obligations they might In Albuquerque. Las Vegas Optic.
"Keep your nose out of Albuquerque
have acquired prior to the passage of
the law and which would now conflict affairs." There la not a man on the
Optic that knows a grassy lawn from
with it."
a barren desert.
comPhillips
Captain
has Just
Mrs.
pleted a very fine painting of Thumb
Danger of Colds and Grip.
Butte, with a banner hanging on Its
The greatest danger from colds and
side with a very finely executed pict- grip Is their resulting in pneumonia.
ure of the California Limited train of If reasonable care Is used, however,
the Santa Fe. In the corner of VLe and Chamberlain's
CoUgh Remedy
picture are a lot of Santa Fe time taken, all danger will be avoided.
schedule folders, so natural looking Among thd tens of thousands who have
that if one were about to start off on used this remedy for these diseases we
a Journey he might be tempted to try have yet to learn of a single case reto pick one of them up. The picture sulting In pneumonia, which shows
has been elegantly framed and Is on conclusively that it Is a certain preexhibition In the office of H. P. Ane-wai- ventative of that dangerous disease.
but will probably be sent east to It will cure a cold or an attack of the
ornament some hotel office. Prescott grip In less time than any other treatJournal-Miner- .
ment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
A placard has been tacked on the For sale by all druggists.
wall at the Phoenix office of the Santa
Rate Withdrawn.
Fe railroad company which attracts
Acting upon Information received
considerable attention and shows that
Las Vegas, General Passenger
the author has been to Sunday school from
Agent
Jerry Black, of Topeka, has
says:
It
Rome time in his life.
"Friends, read the Elklns bill. and lead withdrawn the offer of a $2 rate, given
People who on condition that 250 citizens should
us not Into temptation."
papers
regularly pledge themselves to go to Santa Fe
daily
have read the
withknow that the Elklns' bill Is a new law to the president's reception. Inepremadrawing of the rate seems to be
that prohibits railroads from giving ture. There
seems to be little doubt
out passes promiscuously. It might be
many
people
as required would
as
but
said on the side that the authors and
promoters of the law were theree well take advantage of the reduced rate,
easy to get that number
known railroad men of this country, but It Is not
two from the Santa Fe and one from of people to pledge themselves beforehand. Probably the Santa Fe will rethe. Pennsylvania.
The New Mexican says: There was consider the matter if the required
no train in on the Denver & Rio number of names are pledged. OtherGrande railroad last night and conse- wise the rate of $3.35 for the round
quently none left for the north over trip will be given. Las Vegas Optic.
the road this morning. The trestle
Robbed the Grave.
over an aroyo on Barranca hill, south
A startling incident Is narrated by
of Espanola, was burned yesterday John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows:
morning. It was expected that the "I was In an awful condition. My skin
bridge will be repaired by tonight and was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tonthat the train will come in on time and gue coated, pain continually in back
make the regular trip tomorrow. The and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
train came down as far as Espanola day by day. Three physicians bad
last night and went north from there given me up. Then I was advised to
this morning. It Is not known how use Electric Bitters; to my great Joy,
the fire originated.
the first bottle made a decided improvement. I continued their use for
EXTEND TO WINSLOW.
three weeks, and am now a well man.
Santa Fe Will Burn Oil on an Entire I know they robbed the grave of another victim." No one should fall to
New Division.
When details under way are com- try them. Only 50 cents, guaranteed,
pleted the Santa Fe will be equipped at all druggists.
for extending use of oil as fuel over an
WERST WILL GO.
entire new division, says a dispatch
from Los Angejes, dated April 22.
Resigns Santa Fe Job to Work for
The system Is using oil as far east
Baldwin Company.
as Seligman and the plans contemC. W. Werst, who has been general
plate an extension of the use of this foreman of the locomotive department
fuel as far as Winslow. The point last at the Santa Fe shops In San Bernarnamed is only 128 miles from the com- dino, Cal., for the past fourteen
pany's present coal supply in its west- months, has tendered his resignation,
ern territory, located at Gallup, N. M. to take effect May 1. He leaves the
Additional mileage to be taken In and company of his own accord in order to
equipped for oil burning purposes will accept a more lucrative position with
be 143 miles and will Include the most the Baldwin Locomotive works.
mountainous division In the company's
The position which he will take with
entire system.
the Baldwin works Is that of Inspector
Well 23, owned by the company in of work in the erecting department, a
Its Fulerton field has developed a much better position than that held by
gusher. The bole has been in opera- him previous to coming to the Santa
tion several years and was being Fe.
pumped shallow. It was decided to
He will go to Baldwin's In time to
deepen the well, and at a depth of take up hts new work May 12.
nearly 2,100 feet the well began TuesThe successor to the office of genday to throw out nearly 500 barrels of eral foreman has not yet been fully
oil In every twenty-fouhours.
decided upon.
According to a statement made at
"I had a running, Itching sore on my
Santa Fe headquarters the company
for some time has been in the market leg. Suffered tortures. Doan's Ointselling oil. Its consumption at present ment took away the burning and Itchis 35.000 barrels a month on the lines ing Instantly, and quickly effected perof the Southern California railway, manent cure." C. W. Lenhart, Bowlabout 30,000 barrels on the San ing Green, Ohio.
Joaquin valley division, and in excess
THEIR LAST DEMAND.
of C0.OO0 barrels a month on the Santa
Alton Trainmen Confer With Santa
ITS BREATH
Fe and Rock Island Employe.
The trainmen of the Chicago &
Came Stealing In the Doorway,
The aroma from a neighbor's kitchen Alton have just filed their ultimatum
was the curious starting point for a with the officials of the road concerngreat change In the life of a woman In ing the rate of pay and are now awaitKansas City, whom coffee kept In bed ing their reply, says a dispatch from
for days at a time with stomach trouble Bloomlngton, 111.
The officials were notified that the
and severe headaches.
She says: "One day I was attracted scale of 15 per cent Increase for freight
to a fragrance from the kitchen of a men and 12 per cent for passenger, In
neighbor who told me that It was Pos-tu- addition to other provisions In a new
Food Coffee and asked me why I schedule, must be allowed or there
did not quit coffee and use Postum to would be no further parleying. The
see if It would not benefit my health. conference has Just concluded. There
"I made the change recommended was also a joint conference of Alton.
and In a few days my headaches dis- Rock Island, Wabash, Santa Fe and
appeared, stomach got better and I Illinois Central trainmen. The Santa
began to get well. That was about Fe has accepted the alxive scale and
nine months ago.
the Rock Island Is said to be willing,
"I have steadily used Fostura since but wished to postpone matters until
and am now so weil that I can eat after President Roosevelt completes
practically anything, but I absolutely his tour of that system. The postponecan not drink coffee without getting ment was granted. The Alton employes
right back Into the old trouble. I wish have taken the Initiative In the de'. had known of Postum
years ago.' mand following the Joint conference
Name given by Postum Co., Battle and insist upon an early reply. The
Creek, Mich.
officials have taken the proposed ad- ffrfiiriitiiil

,

Fe Pacific llnea. The aggregate Is
about 135,000 barrels a month, and the
proposed addition of the company's
Winslow division will increase the
consumption to an additional 35,000
barrels a month. When the new territory Is added the lines of the entire
Santa Fe, Prescott A Phoenix railroad
fawill be provided with
cilities.
When existing contracts mature the
Santa Fe will produce sufficient oil
from its own field to supply Its entire
consumption. This can be done at any
time. Fuel oil now used on the Santa
Fe Pacific Is supplied by contract
made for a terra of years some tim
ago. This arrangement will not explrt
for three years yet.
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..Albuquerque's Largest Store..

Cherry Pectoral
What would you do
the next time you
have a hard cold if

Rapidly come the days when you need warm weather wearables. We have made
great preparations this year to have just what is strictly correct and
In only one way we can demonstrate to you that we have the stock and that is to
have your strictest investigation. Remember it is no trouble for us to show
goods.
up-to-dat- e.

you couldn't get

FIGURED
LAWNS

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral? Better think
SI.
Ajrerf
this over.
., SOc

T.

O.

A (Treat

signs and colorings-t- wo
solid cases no
two patterns alike
regular 10c lawns for

o

vance and new schedule under advisement and a reply Is hourly expected.
The schedule Is somewhat different
from that offered by the company, but
the employes say that only the one
submitted by the men will be accepted.
The opinion Is general among the
local employes that the answer of the
officials will be favorable.

8ic yd
DIMITIES AND

LAWNS....
of very sheer quality
beautiful colorings
same fabric sold
last season for 20c a
yard

Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 300 Park
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as
follows: "Our two children had a severe attack of whooping cough, one of
them In the paroxysm of coughing
would often faint and bleed at the
nose. We tried everything we beard
of without getting relief. We then
called In our family doctor who prescribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
the very first dose they began to improve and we feel that It has saved
their lives." Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. -

A Great 8ensation.
There was a big sensation In Lees-ville- ,
Ind., when W. H. Brown of that
place, who was expected to die, had
his life saved by Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. He writes:
"I endured insufferable agonies from
asthma, but your New Discovery gave
me immediate relief and soon thereafter effected a complete cure." Similar cures of consumption, pneumonia,
bronchitis and grip are numerous.
It's the peerless remedy for all throat
an lung troubles. Price, 60c and $1.
Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
bottles free.

No other store In the city
or territory can show you the
range of prices or the assortment so complete In Swiss,
Cambric and Nainsook Edge-lng- s
and I nsertions Prices
from

UNION
SUITS
rom uunmm

we have four distinct
styles to show you.

with the lace trimmed and
flare umbrella leg knee
length special

m.oo

other styles in finer goods
73o mult

43C SUlt

Waists in an endless
variety w h I te and
colored.

IF YOU ARE UNDECIDED
AS TO
HOW TO MAKE YOUR DRESS
OR OTHER GARMENTS

endless variety

For noveltlet In the waltt
line ak to too our

GEISHA WAISTS
in which we have one of a model

Victor Lundgreen, of Chicago, who
came here some bIx months ago on account of that dreaded disease, consumption, having a hold upon him,
left last night for Hot Springs, Ark.
Victor has been one of the bell boys at
the Alvarado during his sojourn here,
and a good one, too. He did not seem
to gain much In this climate, so he is
to try the Hot Springs region. The
guests of the hotel learning of his
good qualities and faithful discharge
of duties made up a purse of $35 and
presented it to him to aid hlra in the
fight for health. Victor will remember
this generosity as long as he lives.
Beauty and Strength.
Are desirable. You are strong and vigorous, when your blood is pure. Many
any, most women, fall to properly
digest their food, and so become pale,
sallow, thin and weak, while the
brightness, freshness and beauty of the
skin and complexion, depart. Remedy
this unpleasant evil, by eating nourishing food, and taking a small dose of
Heruine after each meal, to digest
what you have eaten; boc at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
Alvarado Trio.
The Alvarado Trio will render the
following Interesting program this evening, between 6 and 8 o'clock:
Overture Medley
Chattaway
Waltz May, Sweet May
Mackle
March Ianthia
Johns
Pas des Amphores
Chamlnade
Cake Walk Black Eyed Susan....
Wade
Waltz Alice of Old Vlncennes
Simpson
Intermezzo Antics of the Ants...,
Barnard
Euphonla
HIndley
Waltz Silks and Rags
Stone
My Princess, Zulu Lulu
Reed
Save the Loved Ones!
Mrs. Mary A. Vllet, Newcastle, Colo.,
"I believe Ballard's Hore-hounSyrup Is superior to any other
cough medicine, and will do all that Is
claimed for it, and It is so pleasant to
take. My little girl wants to take It
when she has no need for It," Ballard's
Horehound Syrup is the great cure for
all pulmonary ailments. 25c, 60c and
$1.00, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
Ruppe.
d

from

values ranging in price from

S2.7S

2lctoS1.SOd

... ZS?.

greater variety

than ever.such values
that we are offering
for MT 49
each

to 7Sc.

mnd

to 75c yd

2'2c

in a

This week was never
known before in the
city.

lace line. It Is useless for us to

tSe

$10.00

to.,

A COPY

BLIFIELD &
WEST

Q.

RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-300-- 310

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East 8an Pedro
35.00
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

F. L.Myers,

HJ2

Subscribe for The Citizen.

to $20.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
shipment has arrived many new
styles in patent vici, vlcl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
6TERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
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Railroad Time Tables)
Denver & Rio Grande System
SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

(Effective Wednesday, April
No. 426

1, 1903.)

West Bound
No. 425

Kftoct

I

. Ml

HI

mr.

I

'A I

;Novmbr

I0.

'ram
.....

I
No. J, California
Express
U' writ

N. M.

The North Pole Saloon
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

TIME TABLE

nu.

East Bound

at ticket office

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

See the new spring showlne of Ran.
ter suits, at our store. The entire line
Is now on display. Prices range from
$10

..Dates of Sale Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during montha
of May, June, July, August and
Limits November" 3071 903
Stopovers within limit of ticket south
and west of Barstow.
8ep-temb-

For further Information call

He Was Remembered.

cents per week.

EMBROIDERIES AND
....LA CES. ...

WAISTS

lOc each
also the better grades for
I2c, up15c, 20C

everything and anything In the

n

15

best

SHIRT

attempt to describe the many

"Train Collectors" Will Take Up Fares
on Southern Pacific.
A special from El Paso says: The
new train collectors who were appointed on the Southern Pacific the 15th
have begun to come In on their runs.
Messrs. Kirkpatrlck, Boone and Iogs-dowill operate Nos. 7 and 8, while
Messrs. Schloss, Sewell and McGee
will be on Nos. 9 and 10 between El
Paso and Tucson. The appointment ot
train collectors was made for the purpose of lessening the duties of the conductors and giving them more time to
look after the operation of trains. The
train collectors are required to look
after the collection of all tickets and
cash fares and to take up the necessary portion of the exchange tickets issued by the train agents. The train
agents, who work out of this point are
Messrs. Turner, Thompson and Winston.

The Citizen

alike

We gained quite a teputu-tlo- n
last season on our superb
stock of Ladies' Underwear.
We are going to do still better
this year. No lady should go
out of onr store until she has
seen the regular shaped, low
necked and sleeveless vesta for

S2.SO

LACES
We have in

UNDER VESTS

patterns of four

yards no two
grade of silk

yd

o
HELP THE CONDUCTORS.

writes:

array of de-

WASH SILKS
In waists

8ole Agents for Lamp's 8tandard
,

uadtd
W.l ...
....
7:15 p.m.
ln.nC

CHA8. L. KEPPELER, Proprfew
213 8oufh eecond Street.

X

Q.

An a

No. 3, California Limited. . .'."l0:40 a.m.

LEAVia nnrNn vodtu
No. 2. Atlantic Rinrui
!
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
AKK1VES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
LEAVES fioiNn Hnrrrw
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 nm
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:46 p.m.
LEAVE QOINO WE8T.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Nn. 3. California Limited
li nn.m
No. 7, M ex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
carry
no. i win
man irom the east
and No. 2 from the west
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
V. fc. MTER8. Agent
a--

9:00 am,Lv... Santa Fe...Ar 6:20 pm
11:00 atu
Espanola
8:00 pm
umttuao ..
i:uo pm
1:05 pm
3:40pm...Tres Pledras
10:05 am
6:35 pra
Antonito ..
7:35 am
8:60 pinj
Alamosa ..
6:10 am
3:05 ami
Pueblo ...
1:87 am
7:15amAr... Denver ...Lv 9:30 pm
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
04K4CK-K4K404- I
At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
SANTA FE, N. M
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creede and all points in the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley. At Salida with main line
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
BATHS AND
SANITARY
and west including Leadvllle and narPLUMBING
row gauge points between Salida and
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
Grand Junction.
SAMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
PLAN- Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
for all points east
For further information address the
Proprietor and Owner.
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
In standard gauge sleepers from AlaA.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCC
plication
B. W. ROBBINS, Oen. Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M. Secretary Mutual Building Assoclatioa
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo. Office at J. U. Haldrldg e'a Lumber Tars'

0000K4K4Ke40
E. WALKER

Badaracco
Dealer
In

Oeneral Herchandlse and
Liquors
Proprietor of the 8ummer Garde
All kinds of Country Produce BoogaJ
and Sold.
Goods Delivered

Free to all Parts a
the City.

Corner of Third and Tljeru
Albuquerque
New Mexle

THESoutnARCADE
First Street.
311

FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.

The nest ot liquors served to
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERGr
Railroad Avenue.
212 W.

The finest line of Liquor and

Cigar.

All patrons and friends cordially lnfe
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunca a

served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLE8ALE

LIQUORS e CIGAR

We candle everything :a wr llaa
Dlatlllarm Aranta
Special distributors Taylor ft Wllllaaaa
uouisviue, Kentucky.

Ill

.

First St,

Albuquerque, N, la

--

THE ALUDQUERQUfe DAILV CITIZEN
IRRIGATION

oust him from the office. The quo
warranto proceedings alleged that
Sandoval was not of legal age when he
was appointed to the office by the
county commissioners and did not own
the necessary $rno worth of real estate
prescribed by law.
The defendant will file answer Monday and will claim that he is of legal
age and owns $500 worth of real estates. It is possible that the evidence
in the case will be taken on Monday
next.
Attorney Spless was reticent when
asked about the proceedings brought
Wednesday by Solicitor General E. L.
nartlett In the matter of the commissioner appointments in this county.
He will return to this city on Sunday
evening to be present on Monday at
the court house. '

COMMISSION.

Proceedings of the Meeting

Held

at

FBI PA V A PHIL

4 11)03

During
Convalescence

VICTIMIZED.
(Concluded from page one.)

A.

INSPECTION

Recovery hastened, health
restored and vitality renewed by
the use of

i9
nent business men, a few which have
Just come to light, and many which
never will be revealed.
Of course, It was only natural the
STORAGE RESERVOIR PROJECTS.
newspaper men should receive such a
.fclMrLUSER-BffCA.- ..
story, as Mr. Morgan's
well made-uman had von the confidence of the
The territorial irrigation commison
teminine faced day clerk at the hotel,
sion adjourned Wednesday afternoon
putting a large sized bug in his ear
about who and what he was. Mr.
after being In session In Santa .Fe at
TMADI MAMK, '
Locke even dreamed an Immense pipe
the office of Col. George W. Knaebel,
to buy
Intended
he
that
clerk
to
the
commission,
since
secretary of the
H M sM
the street railway here and develop
Monday afternoon.
in
tne hidden mines under the city. The
A number of important matters
flattered clerk communicated these
"Hey-ward- s"
were considered aside from the routtales of wonder to the inquisitive reDISTRICT COURT.
porters In an almost Inaudible whisper,
ine business.
All druggists Mil It. Prepare! by ta
but for some unknown reason retained
to
recommend
the
to
decided
It was
Cases Before Judge Benjamin S. Baker the most Important Information.
j
Anheuser-Busc- h
some
in
territorial land board the sale of
This Morning.
After receiving the indorsement of
acres of land to the beet and highSt. tools, V. 8. A.
Thomas Dye was this morning the newspapers, Mr. Locke did not j
in
est bidder, and to request the land granted an absolute divorce from his leave town, but placed himBelf In a
Onlrra promptly Allen bjr
abandonment.
ground
of
upon
the
wife
smiling attitude in the presence of a
C. W. KUNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.
board to advertise in the newspapers
The suit was not contested Dy Airs.
lawyer and polivt vC M
for the sale of these lands. It is to be Dye. It appears from the evidence prominent democratic
a republican territorial offtician
and
employed
as
j
was
cohabitat-eCharles Mead, who
disposed of in tracts not to exceed .'that the defendant had not
shonored after Locke bad gone over
icial, whose headquarters are in Santa
pharmacist at the Winters drug store,
with the plaintiff for five years Fe, but whose residence is in Albu the horizon.
It Is the in-- j
160 acres to one person
past, and has refused to live witn the
Locke had a winning manner which ,as Vegas, passed through the city for
querque, and nanding tnem a conver
tentlon to have the proceeds used for plaintiff.
unquestionably gain the confi San Marclal, where he goes as man
could
touching merits, they cashed
making such investigation of the
he has, in
In the matter of the appeal taken In sation of
of
dence
the shrewdt'st of men, as did ger of a drug store, which
question as the commission Is j the case of the estate of S. D. Wilson, a couple of drafts amounting to over the impersonator
J. conjunction with his brother-in-law- ,
of Howard
required by law to do, and also to the court this morning set aside an i00.
whose sensational victimizing Lee Shallenberger, lately purchased.
his easily gained Gould,
On acquiring
and
by the wholesale is still fresh in the
make experiments If they should be order for maintenance of the wife
Cautionl
exemptions and approved the report wealth, but as far as can be learned minds of the people.
deemed feasible looking toward the of the executor.
only two mortals mourned his loss.
gentle word but when
a
not
is
This
on
the
7th
Locke
Albuquerque
left
procurment of water in the RIoGrande
Mr. Iocke next showed up in El Paso.
you
how
liable you are not to
think
or 8th of March and was seen In El
valley by pumping.
where his operations, if they were Paso by several Albuquerque gentle- purchase the only remedy universally
CARD.
TEDDY'S
The commission also recommended
more successful than in Albuquerque men during
and a remedy that has had the
the mid winter carnival at known
the setting aside of a tract of land in
largest
it Is not known.
sale of any medicine in the
by
of
one
was
seen
the Pass City. He
Dona Ana county not to exceed 50,000
1868 for the cure and
The next heard from the clever
since
world
is victims in Albuquerque, but It was
acres for reclamation by the means
consumption and throat
(Continued on paj five.)
of
swindler appears In the columns of the before
treatment
the drafts had been returned and lung troubles without losing its
of artesian wells. This land Is to be
San Francisco Examiner. March 23 dishonored.
was
not
he
or
Whether
old at $1.25 per acre In sections in to be used. Navajo Elle understands Just a month ago, under the following
all theBe years, you
is not great popularity we
irhlch artesian water in sufficient who she is making the saddle blanket head, "Officials Bemoan Loss of Their successful in his unique mannerbeen
called your atten
thankful
will
be
no
quantities to reclaim the land is act- for and her physique has already Money." "Senator smith, George Scott known. At least there has
Syrup. There
German
to
Boschee's
tion
KELLY
CO.
one is very and Others Victimized by a Smooth reports of any business man in that are so many ordinary cough remedies
ually developed. It Is understood that swelled considerable.
confidence.
misplacing
his
parties with ample capital at their dis- proud of the honor and her best skill Individual Named John Locke or John city
made by druggists and others that are
While in Albuquerque Locke met cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
posal are proposing to have the necesill be used in weaving the blanket Search."
(Incorporated)
Vfrrnfil
many gentlemen, all or wnom were
f
sary experimental wells bored for that for the Pale Face Father at Washing
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
Then comes the special dispatch to
Morgan
story
same
the
alout
U
told the
purpuose.
ton.
ft
and especially for consumption,
the Examiner from Sacramento, March
The commission also reaffirmed its
For the next week she will be busily 22, "Senator Fred Smith, of Los An connections. He spread his wings in where there is difficult expectoration
previous decision to recommend the engaged in this work at the Harvey geles, and George Scott, a clerk in the a lofty flight taking prominent gentle and coughing during the nlguis and
selections of lands to the amount of urio rooms. She may be selected to secretary of state's office, were vic men to dinner and entertaining them mornings, there is nothing like German
In a royal manner. During his visit Syrup. The
200,000 acres with a view to obtain present the blanket to Teddy.
size has Just been
timized during the session of the leg:
Wool, Hides,
here he met a gentleman, Mr. Cunning Introduced this year. Regular size, 75
revenue for the rights of pasturage
individual
who
by
a
smooth
Islature
spending
such
who
of
York,
is
granting
New
of
and
ham,
the
RIelly
thereon
LEARNARD RETURNED.
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O
gave his name as John B. Locke. He
the winter at the Alvarado. Mr. Cun & Co.
rights of pasturage for the period alWe handle
Search.
Locke
as
John
was
known
also
ofnlngham had known of Locke for the
lowed by law to parties who have
He Visited Valuable Mines In the Cat
K. C Baking Powder,
o
a
T
was
gave
It
out
he
that
or
Search
years, but had never
past twenty-fivfered to advance to the territory the
Mountains.
K. W. Goodyear, who has been in the
Navajo Blankets,
Morgan,
the
J.
of
P.
representative
i
' .funds necessary
acquainted.
To
the
for the cost and exintimately
examibeen
service
civil
Curtice Canned Goods,
Duke City to take
George P. Learnard, the music deal
r
pense of selling and entering these er of territorial popularity, returned eastern financier, and tnat he was in inquiries of the reporter last night, he nation for Uncle Sam's service, re
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
upon
legislature
in
the
the
attendance
United
lands and of carrying on the
fittlfTCBBH-Uturned to his home in Fort Bayard
this morning from Magdalena, and Interests of the Western Pacific rail said:
I
States land commission.
"I have known of Locke for about last night.
success
a
towns
southern
after
other
Houses at
bills.
road
twenty-fivyears. His home is in
Several projects looking to the crea- - ful business trip.
and Albany, N. Y., but for the past ten
senators
of
N. M., EAST LAI
several
ALBUQUERQUE,
the
"After
storage
the
under
reservoirs
of
A PESTIFEROUS GERM.
'tlon
While at Magdalena Mr. Learnard
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
law of 1901 were placed before the drove out to the mines in the Cat assemblymen and others connected years he has been in New York city.
commission but none of these have as mountains owned and operated by with certain of the state offices in the Locke was private secretary for David Burrows Uo the Scalp Into Dandruff
ETA, N. M.
yet reached a stage for final action. Baptist ministers, which are in charge capitol had "warmed up" to him he B. Hill while he was governor of New
and Saps the Hair's Vitality.
"
People who complain of falling hair
The commission has received orders of Prof. C. L. Herrlck, formerly of the sprung the old game of the well con York, and held many positions of trust
nected man who was la dally expecta He is from a fine family, and studied as a rule do not know that It is the re
purchase of large tracts of University of New Mexico.
for
the
"
of the receipt of money from the law, being admitted to the bar in New sult of- dandruff, which is caused by a
land but deemed the sale to the high- I have made many trips throughout tion
eat bidder the best means of disposing the territory," said Mr. Learnard, "but east, but could not understand why It York. He told me, when he' was here pestiferous parasite burrowing up the
coming. Iocke made such
f them.
to mines in the Cat moun was slow In
that he was auditor for Morgan, but scalp as it digs down to the sheath In
MOTH BALLS AND GUM CAM
Adjournment was taken subject to this trip
a favorable impression upon some of r.ot being interested I never inquired which the hair Is fed in the scalp. Be
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the
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call
the
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and Instructive trips I have ever tak- his new formed friends that
into the matter. Locke was a fore long the hair root is shriveled
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drops
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hair
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and had a
money fine appearing rnn'short
Santa Fe.
most completed; new buildings are money until he received his
notice. I had the germ Is not destroyed hair keeps DUST PROOF BAGS FOR THE SAME
on
winning
friends
going up and new shafts are being from the east. He told such a plaus never known or susplcioned that he thinning till baldness comes. The PURPOSE. FRESH LOT OF BEST
RUSSIAN DEMANDS.
sunk. The value of the ore is increas ible story about his connections with was crooked. After he left I heard of only way to cure dandruff is to kill the INSECT POWDER, AMMONIA, BORJ. P. Morgan that some of the legis
and until now there has been no
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prospects
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Washington,
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visitor
Conger, from Pekin, has cabled to
with the greatest courtesy and and uttering imprecations upon the turned up in Sacramento under the hair glossy and soft as silk.
Secretary Hay a synopsis of the de- treated
PHARMACY,
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respect.
"Sold by leading druggists. Send WILLIAMS' FAMILY
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will take no action in the matter un of
& Co., special agents.
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trip and will return to that secreached the Associated Press, Locke's
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time.
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Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts,
tat
the president and has learned the
Lloyd.
but secured no money from
checked. But the matter was hushed all the new color combinations and
ter's wishes. The political impression
ALBUQUFRRUE EAGLES.
It is current rumor here that one, of only a few men knowing of the crook white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50. SI
here is that the Russian action is a
Native and Chicago Lumber.
reasons for the opposi
ed work of Locke. The authorities of MON STERN, the Railroad avenue
distinct breach of faith with the Unit Their Successful Entertainment At the principal
to
the
legislators
tion by some of the
SHERWIN-WILLIAMed States, but officials declare there
the ccast cities are hot on his trail and clothier.
PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
tract Attention In Eagle Circles.
Western Pacific bills was the nunier expect to bring him to Justice.
1 sno danger if war with Russia over
o
Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Platter, Lima,
Wears
BestI
Looks
Morel
The successful musical performance ous efforts Locke maue to borrow from
You Need an Electric Fan.
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go west quite
circles throughout the country, way connected with J. P. Morgan, yet clever swindlers who
But it is anticipated that Russia will Eagle
olten for the Health of their pocket tric Light & Power company.
A newsy paper, The California Eagle, tuey could not understand
he
how.
DAILY
o
for the time being at least, allay for
Call at Court House.
This fact books.
elgn opposltlo or at least that of the starts out with a story like this: "The could be without funds.
gave
A penalty of "5 per cent will be add
a great blow caused feeling of dlstriust to spring u
United States by carrying out it Albuquerque Eagles
Heroine cures
pledge as to the "open door." An of out the other night but let the re regarding Iocke, which had much to Fever and ague. A dose will usually ed to all property returns not made be
ficial of the government well inform- porter of the Albuquerque Citizen tell do in interfering with his swindling stop a chill, a continuance always fore May 1. GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT,
feet, tactics In the halls of legislation
Assessor.
ESTABLISHED 1878
OLD RELIABLE"
ed regarding Chinese affairs, says the about it. He was there with both gave
cures. Mrs. Wm. M. Stroud, Midlon
If Locke is apprehended he will be thian, Texas, May 31, lo99, writes:
atep taken by Russia is one for which one must believe. Then they
straw
fancy
Chlldrens'
brash
and
The Citizen's report of the Eagles Pic- brought back to this city and
she has been preparing for a number nic,
"We have used Herbine In our family sailor hats, something new in design
adding complimentary remarks to
Extraordinary as it may
of years.
for eight years, and found it the best and pattern, B0 cents and 75 cents.
Berry,
charge
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who
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A Citizen reporter called on one of medicine we have ever used, for la SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
seem, he says there appears to be no
musical
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way of preventing the consummation the
gentlemen of this city, but did not grippe, bilious fever, and malaria." 60c clothier.
The Fraternal Eagle, published by the
of Russia's plan. Japan is In no way
enouKh information to write at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
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to dispute the action and even with Eagles, for Eagles and covering the the introduction of a book on "Easy
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StapleQroceHes
tertainer. Last Thursday evening he ular Priced Shoe Store,
of Albuquerque have an enviable repu wasn't necessary to make excuses.
TYNER CASE.
But that Locke's story of his con- gave one of his lectures In Plymouth road avenue.
louod Mutbwoet.
Car lott epecUltjr.
tation.
nections with Morgan seemed very church In Brooklyn and he has a numon
marke.
Papers Abstracted Will Be Returned
Look Into Kleinworts
FARH AND FREIGHT WAOONS.
"Let the COLD DUST twins do your work," plausible, and that the sight drafts is- ber of engagements at Chautauquas to North Third street He has the nicest
by Mrs. Tyner.
sued on J. Plerpont Morgan looked to take place In the south.
fresh meats In the city.
Washington, April 24. Ross Perry,
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
be genuine, but they were returned
attorney for Mrs. James N. Tyner,
whose husband yesterday was sum
marily removed from his position as
assistant attorney general for the
po8toffice department,
under rather
sensational circumstances, called upon
Attorney General Knox today and
COME, DON'T BE LATE
talked over the case with him. He
nice new and complete stock of allklnds of
a
show
you
can
We
made to theh attorney general substan
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect
(tally the same statement given out by
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness andjiaddles.
blm last night, namely, that the papers
foot
Only the best grades carried-eve- ry
taken by Mrs. Tyner from the safe in .
your
pound pressure.
her husband's office on Tuesday were
tested to
altogether personal, but they would be
Hard-watthat contains
have used it, if it is not
neighbors
returned when called for. The attor
ney general declines to make any state
as represented
h m m m m m
ment concerning the case.
is the best of cleansers. GOLD DUST
softens the hardest water, cuts all
OF LEGAL INTEREST.
Territorial Capital.

We cordially invite the
public to inspect our Ratan
windows while
the way
to the Bazaar this week.

The perfect malt tonic. A food
liquid form. It quickly builds
flesh and tissue.

These goods are
and we want to
place
ofthem every
home Albuquerque

Brewing Ass'n

25.-00- 0
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The Prices are Right
The Goods the Best

n

Strong
and Sons.

O. VJ
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SPRING REQUISITES

J. C.

ADVERTISE

1

BALDRIDGE
III

3

CITIZEN

THE

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

. . . Styles Up -- to -- Date. .

If

ill?

GOLD DUST

grease and grime and effectually rids
The Sheriff Case of Sandoval County the house of dirt. It does more work
Will Answer Monday.
and better work than any other
Charles A. Spless, attorney, of Las cleaner. GOLD DUST is unequaled
Vegas, has been here in the city for for washing clothes and dishes.
several days looking after legal prob
Mdc only by
lems for Sheriff Alfredo Sandoval, of THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Sandoval county, in the quo warranto
Hew Yoik,
Bo Urn,
Clucaco,
St. Uxu.
proceedings brought against blm to
Mtken of FAIET SOAP.

Ask

300
who

er

WHITNEY CO
WHOLESALE

113-115-1-

17

t?ontb

Jlrst Street

HAIiDWAIlE

Albrquerque, New Mexico

Our Prices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to youj

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, NewMexIctf
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In Company A armory, where blankets
will be furnished for their comfort.
By order of Miguel A. Otero, gov-

PART,

ernor and commander

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

THE LARGEST 8TOCK
In the west of carpets, mattings, rugs,
art squares, etc., we don't claim to
have; but we do claim we have carpets made by the most reputable mills
la the country, and that when we say
they are wool we guarantee same to
be as represented, and what we don't
have In stock we have a fine line of
camples to order from. Qlve us a trial
and we will try to please you.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. 8econd Street and Gold Avenue

P.

oevM

.awl.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

Put, Up In Roll Complete With Fixture tor Laying. Dure
bllltv GuaranteedWrite for Booklet gn. Sample

J.

OALDRlDGE,

Cm

Furniture, Pianos,
Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, ilso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
Reception at Santa Fe.
to twelve months time la given.
ARBOR DAY.
Wlijout delay and strictly private.
School Children of Illinois Planting Goods remain in your possession. GET
NECESSARY ORDERS ISSUED.
OUR RATES before borrowing.
Hundreds of Trees.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
Springfield. III., April 24. Advices
OPEN EVENINGS.
received by the state superintendent
The following Important orders from of public Instruction Indicate that ArTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant BulMlng,
the adjutant general's office of the ter- bor day Is to be more generally ob305 West Railroad Avenue.
by schools and colleges
ritory, concerning the part the nation- served
s' guard of New Mexico Is to take In throughout the state today than has
the reception of President Roosevelt In been the custom heretofore. PersistTHE METHODISTS.
Santa Fe on May 6, were issued by Ad- ent efforts are being made by the state
authorities, aided by various Interestjutant General W. H. Whlteman:
Territory of New Mexico, Office of Ad- ed societies, to have the public attach
jutant General, Santa Fe, N. M., more Importance to the planting and Miss Lillian Collie, first cornetlst. El
preservation of trees. In his procla- Paso, Texas; Miss Mabel Collie, first
April 22, 1903.
mation designating today as Arbor violinist, El Jaso, Texas; Ira H. S.
General Orders No. 10:
day Governor Yates said in part as Huggett, secretary, EI Paso, Texas.
1. Company F of the First regiment
follows:
Committee on Examination.
of infantry, and the Cavalry band will
"The forests of this country are of
For License to Preach S. E. Wilassemble in full uniform at Company great economic value. It is
estimated son and George O. Hamilton.
F armory, at 7:30 o'clock a. m.. May 6,
that the annual consumption of wood
Recommendation for Admission on
1903, for the purpose of assisting in
is at last twice as great as the
Trial W. A. Dickey and D. A. Wilthe reception to be given to his ex- growth. Aside, therefore, fromannual
beauliams.
cellency, the president of the United tifying the home surroundings
and the
Recommendation for Deacon's OrdStates.
public grounds and highways. It Is ers E. F, Goodson and Arthur Mar-sto2. All officers and soldiers of the good public policy
to Increase the
national guard at stations outside ot (Practical knowledge which may lead
Recommendation for Elder's Orders
Santa Fe, are invited to participate in in uue time to restoration to the balW. E. Foulks and M. D. Hill.
the reception to be given to the presi- ance. For these reasons I urge In an
dent of the United States In the city especial way that the work of plantWanted.
of Santa Fe, May 5, 1903. The Atchi- ing trees on the grounds of schools of
We would like to ask, through the
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway com- all grades be continued, and that all columns of your paper. If there Is any
pany has granted a round trip rate of j teachers employed by the state or any person who has used Green's August
1 cent per mile for the occasion to all
school district provide for suitable In Flower for the cure of indigestion,
officers and Boldlers of the national struction In the care of trees and their dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
guard visiting Santa Fe In uniform.
Importance."
not been cured and we also mean
3. The ranking Infantry officer prestheir results, such as sour stomach,
MORMONS TO BE DEPORTED.
ent at the reception to the president is
formentatlon of food, habitual cos
charged with the duty of organizing
tlveness,
nervous dyspepsia, head
Prussia Will Expel Mormon Missionthe visiting officers and men Into pro
aches, despondent feelings, sleeplessFrom
Country.
aries
that
visional companies for the purpose of
April 24. The governments ness in fact, any trouble connected
assisting In the ceremonies. He will of Berlin,
Prussia
Duchy of with the stomach or liverT This medihave command of the provisional bat- Mecklenburgand of the Grand
have decided to expel the cine has been sold for many years in
talion and will select his aides from Mormon missionaries,
all civilized countries,
we wish to
of
there correspond with you and
the Junior officers present, and will re- are 145 in Germany and 90whom
and send you one
Prussia,
in
port to the chief marshal, George W.
of our books free of cost. If you never
on
ground that they are propagatAugust Flower, tfy a
Knaebel, who will designate the proper ing the
bota form of religious belief Incom- tried
position' for the battalion. In the patible
tle first. We have never known of its
of
with
laws
the
the
state
and falling. If so, something more serious
parade.
public morals and because polygamy Is is
4. All officers of the national guard
the matter with you. The
present In uniform on the occasion, not excluded from their doctrines. The size has Just been introduced this year.
not on duty with their respective com- missionaries, who are all Americans, Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
be allowed sufficient time to settle O. G.
Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
mands, or on detail, will be temporar- will
up their personal affairs. None of the O Rielly
& Co.
ily attached as aides on the staff of
Mormons have yet been deported.
the commander-in-chief- ,
6. The officers commanding on the
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
CLASSIFIED ADS.
occasion will detail an officer of the and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
rank of captain to act as officer of the Alvarado Pharmacy.
Note" All classified advertisements
day, and an officer of the rank of first
o
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
Supreme Court Declined.
lieutenant to act as officer of the
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Denver, April 24. The supreme any classified advertisements. 15 cents
guard. He will also detail an officer to
today
court
declined to take original In order to insure proper classification
command the guard, the strength ot
which will be fixed by the commanding Jurisdiction In the suit of the News-Time- s all "liners" should be left at this of
nee not later than S o'clock p. m.
company, to have declared
d
officer after consultation with the chief
general
the
appropriation
bill
marshal, who will also advise him as
WANTED.
The
to the proper stations of the guard to passed by the last legislature.
prevent Intrusion upon the president. suit will be filed immediately in the WANTED To rent, a small cash register In good working order. In
6. Sleeping quarters will be provid- district court.
,(
quire at Graham Bros, restaurant.
In the case of James O. Parish and
ed for members of the national guard
others against the fire and police WANTED Good cook. Apply to Euro
pean hotel, Galup, N. M.
board, to oust the old board and seat
the board appointed by the governor, WANTED To sell handsome folding
bed, almost new, very cheap. 208
tne court announced that It would
South Broadway.
take original Jurisdiction.
WANTED Several persons of good
In Honor ot tho vlalt of
Telegraph Office Closed.
character to manage district offices
Rroaldont Rooaovolt
Butte, Mont., April 24. Acting from
In each state for house of long standing.
instruction from Superintendent Me- Salary, $20 weekly in cash
Minneapolis,
Manager
Michael
Thursday
at
Wild
each
direct from Main ofMAYS, 7, and 9.
fice with all expenses. Colonial Co.,
closed the local office of the Western
rour night ofAKlootrl-cChicago.
Union Telegraph company at mld-- I
Paradaa. magnificent moving transfornight, and announced that business WANTED Highest price paid for
mation aeono. Qhlnomo
Grand
gents' second hand clothing and
through this office will be entirely
floral parado.
pagoanU
tools. Send address and will call. R.
suspended till further notice. The or-- .
Sweeny, 615 South First street
der applies to all leased wires as well
excursion Rate on
all Railroad.
as others. The trouble arose out of
FOR SALE.
a strike of the messenger boys, the decision of the company to close the IXJH SALE Half Interest In a good
office following an unsuccessful atpaying meat market In Belen; only
tempt to deliver messages yesterday.
market In town; must sell on account of health; price very reason
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken In time
able.
The Fulton Market, Belen,
affords security from all kidney and
N. M.
bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
FOR SALE TENT 14 ounce; size,
o18x40;
cots, mattresses, pillows.
Rio Grande Traina Collide.
Glenwood Springs, Colo., April 24.
Borradalle & Co., 117 Gold avenue.
Through the failure of the air brakei FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
to work, east bound passenger train
and lodging house in connection; the
No. 6 and west bound No. 1 on the Rio
best location In the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bar
Grande, collided In the Grand Canyon.
1 be engine of the east
gain. Inquire 107 South First street
bound train was
badly demolished, but no one was hurt. FOR SALE Four bouses on South
First street, as follows: One a
Low Excursion Rates.
two, four rooms each, and one
Denver, April 24. The Rock Island
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
system announces a series of low exAddress Frank
sell at bargain.
cursion rates from Denver, Colorado
Daniels, 1413 South First street
Springs and Pueblo to Chicago, St.
Louis, St. Paul and Intermediate
FOR RENT.
points. The rate will be one fare plus
t2 for the round trip on June B, 6, 12 FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
and 13, good for return to October 31.
without board; also furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
"Davy Crocket."
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
That the public likes this play has
Five-roobrick bouse,
been made very evident. The play of FOR RENT
MR. EDW. REDMOND "Davy Crockett" differs from many of with bath; good barn and chicken
house. Inquire of O. Dlnsdale, Rico
Suported by his excellent
its kind and In a way to be commendCafe.
company in the
ed. In the first place it la not a harIDYL OF THE BACKWOODS
rowing affair. It seeks to present a FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
at 113 North Third street
heart holding story to command the
sympathies, and in the last scene of all
AGENTS.
to thrill. It does all of these. It is
$:)0 to $50 weekly easily
AGENTS
smartly written, and its scenes follow
made. We prove this. Luminous
one another In sprightly fashion.
"Every Scene Carried Complete,
name plates, numbers, signs, reada
"Davy
with
comcapable
Crockett"
I Including a Den of Live Wolves."
able darkest nights. Samples free.
I Reserved Your Seat at Mataon's pany will be at the opera house WedRight Supply Co., Englewood, 111.
nesday, April 29.
Brig. Gen., Adjutant General.

25-ce-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rflaynord,

HONEY TOorgans,
LOAN

On

W. H. WHITEMAN,

National Guard Will be at Roosevelt's

The Groceries you buy here are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

The Jeweler

00

Albert Faber..
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarter

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

To Beautify

itf?jrt!'

)

your rooms at great expense is
easy, but to do it at a small cost
is generally difficult. We are
offering this season something
that will delight you and all that
see it.

llere is

An Assortment ot

Lace Curtains.
which are not alone beautilul, but posses quality much
perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.

su-

MOSSHINGHAM CURTAINS from.flOc per pair and up.
MUSLIN CUKTAIFS from
75 per pair and up.
UOBBINCK CURTAINS from .... $ 1 7ff per pair and up.
.Ul'itSS!?

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINd A COGNAC.
Th Coolest and Highest Grado of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Oomeetlc Cigar

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE

aaaaaWlaiH

in-ali-

La Fiesta

11

T

VN-- .

oiuiu.),..

.

(

de las Flores

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
AUkornnresiuad salt meals
SfttM

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIRD 8TRFh,'

LOS ANGELES
a

I

ml

I

COLOMBO HALL

i

AMERICAN

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER
TRUSS.

PRESCRIPTIONS
tICHT,

Mutual

COOL.
Ea.y to Weir.
o pressure on
Hip. or Back.
'ounderfttrap.
ever move.

Retain.
Sev.retf
Hernia
with Comfort.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. T.

S1KPIE

ELMO

AND CLUB BOOK.

JOSEPH BARRETT, Prop.
ISO W.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

43.

No. 303

THE ST.
Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies.
Wines, etc.

Telephone

1

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
Ooodt.

LIQUORS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Sole

scents for 5aa Antoalo Lime.

Parts of the City.

Wednesday,
April 29, ,03

Davy
Crockett

1

atata.ta.tat a ta atatataatatat atatatat&tatatatatatatatat

SPRING MEDICINE
FOR THE BLOOD

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND 11K
--

J.

of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order

All Kind

STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

LOANS.

in sums to suit
Address, postofflce box 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

MONEY TO LOAN

PROPOSALS.
30.
COLO,
DKNVKK, propoaa'a InAPRIL
triplicate will

ceived here and at office of Uuartermaater at
each pot hel w named umll 11 o'clock A M ,
May 40. WS for furnlnhlnu fuel at Kt. At ache.
T,
Grant, Huachuca. Whippl Harracka, A.Pou-iIhi
Korta Bayard and WinKate. N. M.: Korta
Kubbell,
A.
U.
Koit.
DuChesne,
I'tali.
and
Mai kenz'e and Wahakie, Wyo., and tort Lo.
Ban, and Denvt r Colo, during fiscal year end-IiiJune 30. lli04.Fropo.al.liirquaiititie.lea.
ban the whole lequlred, or for delivery at
point, other than those named, will be entertained. K k lit I. reaerved to acept or reject any
or all proposal, or any part thereof Inform-tlofiirulnlied on application here or at I ftice.
ff of respective poet quartermaster Knvelopea
to he marked "I'ropoaali for Fuel." J. W.
POFK, Chief Q. M.
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EASY PAYMENTS

Borradaile &

n7 Ood Avenue

CO.,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
uj

S3

depository;

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flout noy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

HINTS FOR MAY
J8

ej5

COMFORT

FIRSTOn
wool

rising, don a suit of mv

or balbripiran underwear;

)er garment for our reliuble kinds.

medium-weig-

Mc to

ht

$.'1.00

SECOND Take a neglicee shirt, with delicate
figures or titrioes, or plain white with small pleuu;

&0c

to 3.50.

cuffs, collars, neckwear,
handkerchiefx, etc., from my attractive sUx-k- .
sack suit of
FOURTH -- Gel into a siuintr-wtitrblue or black serge, cheviot or homespun fabric;
striped outing effect or quiet overplaid: such as cost
here from 10U12, with satisfaction guaranteed.
FIFTH You must have a spring overcoat, even
If you wear it on your arm at times; here they are at
from $8 to 18; short, medium or long styles.
SIXTH rut on one of our swell derby or soft

THIRD AM socks,

12.50, 13

Now
re-

MATTRESS5S-.AII.Ki-

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS

hat;
be

COTS

you're

or

Vt,

fixed and ought to feel pood all

season. Agent for Sweet-Or- r
Nelson's $3.60 Shoes.

this

overalls and pants, and

1

O. AHES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
115 SECOND

or Steel

BEDS-Wo- od

--

North Third Street

I".

ON

mi

SEE-

H O'RIELLY

&

CO.,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS'
'
OLO.'fHOMK.iam
NCW.'PHONK

k

o

at

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

i
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New Mexico Towns
1'iom the Optic.
The many friends of Miss Ada Stlm-mowill le pleased to learn of her
Marriage In Sallna, Kan., to a young
lommlsslon merchant of that place.
The committee from the west side
which went out to ask for subscrip
tions to aid In the building of the
Standish & Matt mill, has an excellent
report to make. The committee had
time to visit only five business men,
but In the brief campaign subscriptions
to the amount of :ifiO were secured.
The progressive and harmonious attitude of the business men on the other
side of the Oallinas cannot be too highly spoken of.
' There was a sound of revelry by
niiiht," and in Rosenthal hall Las
had gathered much of her beau-and her chivalry. "And bright the
shone o'er fair women and
li ive men." It was the grand ball
given by the Woodman Circle that
Something
the gathering.
CHised
tin re than I'mi lovers of the Immortal
e
of the goddess of old were
tl i re, ami many others who had
bought tickets Just to help a good
cause along, after the manner of the
imiilic spirited people of this city,
linked in during the evening to see

ll

1

it

pii.-tim-

t!-

(Li J

fun.
Hrowne
-

company
& Manzanares
have transferred to the board of regents of the Normal university a piece
of land on Main street, for the sum of
3"0.

John Bromagem, an old and well
known resident of this city, la reported to be in a serious condition. For
some time past he has been a victim
Of asthma and heart trouble.
I. G. Hazzard, of the Las Vegas'
Realty company, has sold to C. W.
Summerlin and Carrie V. Prescott fifty
.vara s of land known as the old Williams ranch, north of town, for the
sum or $1,550.
A young enild upset a lamp In a certain residence on the east side and
only the prompt use of a piece of carpet in smothering the flames prevented a disastrous coniiagration.
Lon Williams, the young man who
endeavored to intimidate the chef at
the Montezuma hotel, several days
ago, with a gun, was arraigned before
Judge H. S. Wooster on the charge of
assault with a deadly weapon, and received a sentence of 100 days in the
county jail and costs. He will be a
boarder at the county hotel for that
period unless he raises the equivalent
in good sound money of the realm.
Cards have been received In the city
announcing the wedding on the 28th
of this month, at St. Louis, Mo., ol
Dr. Amos F. Iewls and Miss Pauline
Ebert. Mr. Lewis Is well known in
this city, where he was in business for
many years with his brothers, I. K
and Ben Lewis, but of late years he
has devoted bis attention to his profession and is now one of the most
widely known dentists of St. Ixnils.
His many friends here will be pleased
to learn of his approaching nuptials.
The happy couple will reside at 4036
Cook avenue, St. Louis.

sentence for larceny and whose term
expires September 30, ran away while
he and other prisoners were gathering
greens.
At last night's meeting of Santa Fe
lodge No. 4G0. B. P. O. E., J. B. Davis
was elected exalted ruler to fill the un
plred term of T. P. Oable who has
gone to El Paso, Texas, to manage a
saloon owned there by J. E. Lacome,
of this city.
The flags, bunting and other mater
ial for decorating the city on May 6 or
dered by the executive committee of
the Roosevelt reception, were received
and work on the decorations will commence the latter part of the coming
week.
Charles H. Olldersleeve, of this city,
who had to abandon all business for
over a year on account of loss of eyesight, is now in a fair way to recover
his vision, although the cure will not
be completed until next fall. Mean
while he is staying at his old home In
Sullivan county, New York.
The territorial penitentiary today
contains 252 territorial prisoners and
Among the terri
five Jail prisoners.
torial convicts are seven women. The
total of persons confined in the prison
is 257, the highest number reached so
far. The management is most effective
and energetic, at the same time is humane and is kind as it can be under
the circumstances.
A. M. Dettelbach, chief of the Santa
Fe fire department, is In receipt of
communications from the Las Vegas
fire companies in which It is stated
that they will be In the city on May 5
as guests of the local company. The
Santa Fe fire company extended an
invitation to them several days ago to
come over on Roosevelt day. The fire
companies will not participate In the
parade.
Crip Hemedies In Great Demand.
When colds and grip are prevalent
the quickest and surest remedies are in
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
of McDuff , Va.. says that he was cured
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy after trying several other pre
parations with no effect. For sale by
all druggists.
o
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Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 29s
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.
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Denver & Rio Grande System
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tlary, who was serving a one year's

LAS VEGAS.
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DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE ft SANTA FE

THE POPCLAtt LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

LOCAL

If

1

Trees! Trees! Trees!

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfls Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood 8prlnge, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

TREES?

DO YOU WANT
Pt

BUILDING.

TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS....

'

1,,

'

8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL CLUB

181
if

UNDERTAKER

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

1

Thoroughly

J.

A. EDbON, Manager,
Denver Colo.
S. K. HOOPER. Gen.

Clean Stock

Acclamated-Nic- e

A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver. Colo.
Passenger and Ticket Agent. Denver Colo.

SPECIAL ATTFNTION OIVRN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPING
Send for Price

LIt-Yo-

ur

Patronage Solicited,

--

THE

..Santa; Fe Nursery..
Proprietor
GRANT RIVENBURG,

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Second street, Detween Kailroad and
jopper -- venue

p?y5DEjjnr
ROOSEVELT

.rite

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Vransfer it tables
EST TURNOUTS

IN

THE

Address W. L. TRIMBLE
Albuquerque. N. M.
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for Excurtlon
Agtnt

on a site In the southern portion of
Probate Clerk and
Recorder ed city.
It is wonderful how the
the
of Sierra County.
price of land near the springs soared
Governor Otero yesterday appointed skyward as soon as It became known
John M. Webster, of Hlllsboro, Sierra that the Elks were in search of a
county, probate clerk and
repiece of tierra firma upon which to incorder of the county, vice Thomas C. stall a fair grounds and race track,
Hall, deceased.
Mr. Webster was which
without doubt, be of
strongly recommended from his home Immensewould,
value to the city. But it is
county by republicans and democrats no
more than was to be expected, as
alike. On Wednesday a mass meeting It is the spirit
that has retarded the DEVOE'S READY MIXED PAIN
of the citizens was held at the county growth of Las Vegas
many years
seat and strong resolutions recommen- past. It is about timeforfor people to One Gallon covers 300 8quare Feet
ding his appointment to Governor experience
TWO COAT8.
a change, and instead of
Otero, were adopted. Webster Is a pio- trying to
every enterprise, enretard
neer citizen of Sierra county, having
1
give any
deavor to boom it along
been a resident of that section from worthy object a chance and
S
succeed,
to
the creation of the county and served and so bring outgide capitalists here
SK.
I II J u
the people in thesame capacity by and
worth their while to
it
make
election for four consecutive terms. Invest in what should, by all means,
He gave universal satisfaction In the be
the most progressive city of the
office and is thoroughly liked and highLas Vegas. Record.
southwest
ly respected there. He is a miner and
heavily interested in some of the best
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
A Chattanooga Druggist'
Statement mining properties near Hlllsboro In opiates, and will not constipate like
.
Robt. J. Miller, proprietor of the the Black Range.
nearly all other cough medicines. ReRead house drug store of Chattanooga,
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
'ienn., writes: "There ia more merit
Walks Wltnout Crutches.
o
in Foley's Honey and Tar than in any
Makes a Clean 8weep.
I was much atmcted with sciatica,
other cough syrup. The calls for It writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowavllle, Sedgwick
There's nothing like doing a thing
multiply wonderfully and we sell more county, Kansas, "going about on thoroughly. Of all the salves you ever
of it than all other cough syrups com crutches and suffering a deal of pain. heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the
glned." Alvarado Pharmacy.
I was induced to try Ballard's Snow best. It sweeps away and cures burns,
Liniment, which relieved me. I used sores, bruises, cuts, boils, ulcers, skin
GALLUP.
three 60c bottles. It is the greatest eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
liniment I ever used; have recom- guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
From the Republican.
mended it to a number of persons, all druggists.
The Gallup ball team will go to Fort express themselves as being benefited
SEE THE PRICE8. 8EE THE GOODS
Wlngate Sunday if the weather
ALGODONES NEWS.
by it. I now walk without crutches,
S5.60 to $40.0u
Harness
able to perform a great deal of light
Those who wish to see the president labor on the farm." 25c, 60c and $1.00 Speolal Correspondence.
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
Algodones, N. M., April 22. Warm
can make the trip to Albuquerque on at Cosmopolitan
$5.25 to $55.00
Saddles
B. Ruppe.
weather prevails here at present. All
May 6 for one fare for the round trip.
o
crops are looking well and plenty of Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather. DusA. B. Commons, one of the teachers
Red Men to Organize.
water in the river.
ters. Collars, Axis Oils, etc
of Keara's Canyon, fell fro ma cotton-wooCol. J. O. Albright, formerly of the
The Jeraez river is running bank
tree and broke his arm one day Democrat, of Albuquerque, arrived In
15c to $1.50
Whips
last week.
the city from our neighboring town, full.
The smelter company here is doing
On acount of sickness L. L. Henry Silver City, last Saturday night. Mr.
did not move his family to Bluewater, Albright is now associated with Dep a good deal of building, and are now
but they expect to leave about the uty Incohonee Lee Hermann in the burning a kiln of brick which contains 406 Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
first of May.
organization of Red Men's lodges in one hundred thousand brick. They are
expecting
machinery
a
here
their
in
Paul Canazera, a coal miner at Wea tne southwest.
The gentlemen met
ver mine, bad his leg broken this mor with extraordinary success in the in few days, when business will com POIMYROYAL
nlng by a fall of roof rock. He was stitution of a tribe in Silver City and mence in earnest and we will soon
Mrfftnal mm Only Ucaulne.
Ulk.
placed in the C. F. & I. hospital at from the manner in which the citizens have quite a town here.
z
CMC,
la m.i tUlil walBiHIfl buss
being
iHlai
New
right
fl
houses are
built
Olbson.
are considering the popularity of the
.'r,J it
Tk other.h1 KrfWa
a V,
liaalt- sjblHnllsBa
There is some talk of organizing a order in Demlng a very large member along and everybody is busy who
tt
ucittot. or
Hu) of iwur
4r. la
wants work.
nan. (n rr I'artlrwiMra.
base ball league in McKinley county. ship will be the result in this city.
Teatls!ala
I ml.
'tJ " KHIi-Uflr, Hold
t? re
rr
Railroad lines have been surveyed
la.
Including the teams of Clarkvllle, Gib Demlng Graphic.
moult.
bf
turn MiaH. IO.IMIO tau
all It. uj.i.t,
I bUkastof he m leal '
from
to
to
here
the
coal
mines
and
or
three
son, Fort Wingate and two
itiU
I'Ulia I A
Uidliu
ttr.
ifr.
Bland.
Uue Notice Is Served.
teams in Gallup.
Work on the oil well Is being pushed
Due notice is hereby served on the
Wm. Klinn, of Jerome, Ariz., who
landed here on the 10th with a mild public generally that DeWItt s Witch as fast as possible.
Oood news Is reported from the
case of smallpox, has recovered and Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
was turned loose by the town board market that i made from the pure, mines In the Sandia mountains east of
yesterday.
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWltt's here and some good prospects are
L. Bajetto, who had the misfortune Witch Hazel Salve has cured thou showing up.
A BOY,
Don 1'edro Perea paid a short visit
to receive a broken leg last Friday sands of cases of piles that would not
A GIRL,
yesterday
here
to
and
returned
Bernal
at Clarkvllle by a fall of coal, was yield to any other treatment, and this
A MAN,
taken to the hospital at Albuquerque fact has brought out many worthless illo.
A WOMAN,
O. P. Hovey, the new county clerk
this morning, where he will be able to counterfeits. Those persons who get
TO FIND ANYTHING,
receive better care. The Italian socle. the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel has bought the Sandoval property
TO BUY ANYTHING,
ty, of which he was a member, have Salve are never disappointed, because here ami is making extensive repairs
TO SELL ANYTHING,
Interested themselves In his case, and It cures. B. H. Brlggs & Co,; S. Vann In the buildings.
TO RENT ANYTHING,
The assessor Is here today making
A. Calonl, president of the society, and & Son.
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
assessments on the property of our
A. Bajetto, his cousin, accompanied
o
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
citizens.
the Injured man to Albuquerque. Mr.
HERE TOO.
The farmers are all busy irrigating
Bajetto is a married man, having a
If you want anything on earth,
wife and three small children.
How Real Estate Soars Without Tor their crops.
put an ad In The Citlxen and you
nado Assistance.
A Thoughtful Man.
Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Inwill be sure to get It.
The Elks committee which was out
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, lnd.,
stant relief, permanent cure. Dr. yesterday
looking
a
for
to
In
do
site for the knew what
the hour of need.
Thomas' Etlectrlc Oil. At any drug
proposed rate track found that the His wife had such an unusual case of
store.
owners of the land this side of the stomach and liver trouble, physicians
hot springs hold their property at could not help her. He thought of and
SANTA FE.
such a high figure that it ia an utter tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and
tTom the New Mexican.
lmuosslbilitv to deal with them, so she got relief at once and was finally
juan Alien, a trusty at the penlten- - the committee has practically decld cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
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WEBSTER NAMED.

O

Call on Agent for full Information
System, El Paso, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

hkrOOF tiARDDO

Distributers,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

AND EAST

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or Memphis and Principal Points.

cents per week.

TUESDAY, MAY B
TRY MISSOURI'S BEST

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

F"e

Tl-l- k
1 11W

AOOO FBCT ABOMS

GiobeDemocrat
ONE DOLLAR
PER YEAR

Almost equal to a Daily at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Horn
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar rv year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

THE OLOBE PRINTINQ CO.. St.Louls Mo.
tub pmaBtitmro

CLOUDCROFT

RCJORT Of me GREAT JOUTBWUt
BBACtUD DIRECT BY IBM TRAINS

arTC,.n,lt

STSTLfi
WroR-MATIO-

LrrtATLriu!, ETC.

call on

DESCRIPTIVE.

niabht

GTA-CLMJ-

of the
Burlington.

'

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City Newa.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KAN8A8 CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

HOmumH JYJTTH.
LPAAO. TEXAS.
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Ilig J for

tinnatur.

liArL'ei.infl.iimiatiuu
irritHliou. it ukertiui
,.f inucoUM
PhiiiIpim, mid not iBtrln
atnt or poi Mill out.
Hold by Orucflili,
or nt lq pit's wrapper,
by tiprfti, prepaid, (or
$1 00. or 3
hoitl:; 7S.
Circular tent on requett

Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass it.

(Mfipij

Dr. King's
New Discovery
VnrMFTIOS

B

A Perfect For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.
Cure s
Monybckiritfalli. Trial BottlM fra.

druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo couni"
W. Y. Walton, prescription

If you want to

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Advertisinij Agency
Date's
C
Ex. liaut:.)

Cl.

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWHALL

tOS ANSCLKS,

CALIFORNIA

rent '

DENVER.
r

CO.

o
o
o
o

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than
8O0

a
a

in Mexico City

o
o
o
o
o
o
Q
o
o
o
o

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
Atiuough not generally known summer la the very s
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
:S
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so S
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig a lovely.
o
Between the muslo, the flowers and the pretty customs of oar s
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morna
ings, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
o
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under o
o
"The White Umbrella."
o
o
0
o
o

ftie Mexican Central
Is prepared tc furnish you with thr best of accommodations
Call on or address,
points In Mexico.

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
warri roa ati to
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San Fnancibco

G. W. VALLERY, General

CflS6CflCK80iCKQfl0flCfl08C8CflCtOC

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladies can depend upon securii
permanent relief from irregular
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and Bure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass.,

L

lite

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
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TRY IT! TRY IT!

A badge

COUPON TICKET AGENT OR ADDRESS

d

IF YOU. WANT

The Qreat Republican
Paper of America,

paper of the World.'

(1

PILLS

I 4"t2or

AaJJ kv

The Qreat News

trm

Tkos F Keleher

TWICE EVERY WEEK

LOCATED ATTnteuMMITfl

W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico

W. 0. MEAD,
A El Paso.
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o
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a
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C R. HUDSON,
Q. F. ft P. A..Mextco.
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SCROFULA

A DISEASE

NEW

YORK

NEWS

LETTER.

WE INHERIT.

Scrofula manifests itself In many ways. Swelling of the elands of the
New York, April 24. Flowers as an
neck and throat, Catarrh, weak eyes, white swelling, offensive sores and ab- accessory
of fashion were never In
scesses, skin eruptions, loss of strength and weakness in muscles and Joints.
It is a miserable disease and traceable in almost every instance to some greater demand than this year. Infamily blood taint.
deed the modish woman's fancy lightscroruia apnnarea on me neaa 01 my
Scrofula is bred in the
grandenHd whrn only 18 month
ly turns to thoughts of (lowers, with
little
old, and spread rapidly over her body.
bone, is transmitted
eyes
apologies to Tennyson, as the young
attacked
The
dlaaaaa
and
the
nait
from parent to child,
we reared aha would loaa bar sight. Sm- the seeds are planted in
Inent phyetclana ware consulted, bat man's fancy turns to thoughts of love
could do nothing to relieve the little Ininfancy and unless the
nocent. Itwit then that we deotded to In the springtime.
blood is purged and putry S. 8. 8.
That medicine at cnoe made
Blooms of all descriptions run the
a apeedy and complete cure. She la now
rified and every atom of
young
never had a sign entire gamut of new dress and millady,
a
haa
and
Scrofthetaintremoved
of tha dlaeaae to return.
linery trimmings and there are even
BERKT,Y,
ula is sure to develop at 1B0 Booth 6th Street. MBS. ROTH Belina,
Kan.
varatlons for those who wish
some period in your life.
lingeries.
No remedy equals S. fc. 3. as a cure lor hcrolula. It cleanses and builds
A pretty effect contains In an after
up the blood, makes it rich and pure, and under the tonic effects of this
great Blood Remedy, the general health improves, the digestive organs are noon gown of pastel green cloth of
strengthened, and there is a gradual but sure return light weight and high finish. The corto health. The deposit of tubercular matter in the sage and shirt are almost covered by
glands is carried oil as soon as the blood a white green silk braiding upon
Joints and to
a normal condition, and the sores, erupwhich are appllqued small sprays of
tions, and other symptoms of Scrofula disappear.
silk rosebuds and green leaves. From
S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable and harmless; an ideal blood the waist broad plaits are Interlaced
purifier and tonic that removes all blood taint and builds up weak constitu
by Inlet pieces of the cloth worked
tions. Our physicians will advise without charge, all who write us about over with the flower trimmed braidtheir case. Book mailed free.
ing.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
Plaits similarly braided on the
bodice meet a triple pointed yoke

The
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flower-bedecke-

Job
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d
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function nowdays without a bsg ot
some sort, consequently there are a
number of designs from which one
might make a selection. The pret
tiest bags are of delicate gold and silver filagree finished like many of the
silk bags with drawn strings In the
shape of chains to match the bags
run through metal rings a couple of
Inches from the top, the tops then fall
back In metal nifties and have little
points finished with tiny round pendants.
Black Jewelry Is very fashionable
and one does not have to be In mourning to wear It It comes In enamel,
gun metal, dull Jet, bog oak and bright
cut Jet. Set with gold and studded
with peartng, grey or white, the dull
or bright jet Is delightfully pretty and
loses all the sombreness which one
might be apt to associate with It.
'these odd t riffles are at all prices
from fifteen cents for a gunmetal
safety pin ornamented with a single
laroque pearl, to fifty dollars for a
flowers.
brooch of cut-Je- t
It is an assured
fact that ellow
sleeves and collarless waists will be
quite the rage as soon as real summer weather arrives so the girl with
skinny arms and scrawny necks
should consider herself forewarned
and look up
receipts
s
for the
and creama that
will build up relaxed tissues and fill
out the hollows. Nothing looks prettier that a well rounded neck and arm
and there will be an opportunity this
summer to show them off more fascin
atingly than ever.
For the woman who does not smile
approval on the collarless bodice there
will be narrow neckbands of transpar
ent lace supported by boning or del
Icate riblons run through them.
Maude Griffins.
grand-mother'-

skin-food-

The Citizen Job

any character or j
quality demanded, g
at the right prices.
Mail orders

for

custo-

out-of-to-

mers given special

attention,

Blanks
'

of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully

drawn, and are issued by authority.

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,

letter heads,
lopes,

bill

enve--

,

heads,

pamphlets, etc.

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

Few Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your art on iteming.
Demlng' haa Just been Incorporated.
Demlng Ships over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; la the center of tha greatest
breeding region In tha southwest and cat
A

tlernen all know thla.
Dentin, the coming city of Naw

IsSTAl.
K0D0L

The CITIZEN Jis
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the. ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate,

Book
Binding

to

i

r?

Books, magazines,
r?
a. pampmeus, catalogues, etc.. bound
in anyfstyle lowest g
rates. Satisfaction jo

guaranteed,

We
Never

Disappoint

II

Of BEAtTB

digests what you aat.j

purifies,
K0D0L cleanset.
strengthen! and tweet-en-

s

tha stomach.
cure '"digestion, dys- pepsit, and all stomach
and bowel troubles.
the action of
K0D0L sccelerttes
the gastric glands and
gives tone to the digestive organs.
re,leves sn overworked
K0D0L stomach
of all nervous
strain, gives to the heart a full, free
and untrammeled action, nourishes
the nervous tvstem and feeds the
brain.
K0D0L ls ,h IsW(n,er'u' remedy
making so many
that
tick people well and weak people
strong by giving to their bodies all of
the nourishment that Is contained In
the food they eat.
Dtsltr Can Spply Toe,

K0D0L

s

life-givin-

Books

Mex-

-

Ico.

1

Blank

:

DEM I NO.

Demlng has a magnificent school syt
tem.
Demlng, the railroad center at Naw
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to tha beat part of
Old Mexico.
Demlng, the teat of the naw county of
Luna,
Demlng la tha great mining center of

the southwest.
Demlng I Don't overlook It If you are
looking (or a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water It chemically aura-equal

to Polan springs.
Demlng haa Increaaed M per cent In pop
ulatlon In (our years.
Demlng water and pure osona makt
strong and healthy people.
Investment! In Demlng .ott will double
and treble In one year.
Demlng haa now a large Ice plant and
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand (or rental
houaea la flvt timet In exoeat of the tup
Iv.

having shoulder eqaulettog forming a
Demlng has an abundance of water for
double pelorlne.
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corAccompanying this toilette Is an
dens.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
Buy lott and build In Demlng. Tour
of shaded green
toque
loops
with
oval
&
Q.
MAURINO
CO.
H.
rental returns will be to per cent on the
and white straw arranged In flower
Investment.
National League.
shapes, massed closely together over
To Property Owners.
In Demlng good safe loans can be aad
At Chicago
H E the crown and around the deep brim.
R
If you wish to avoid pajing taxes on Chicago
at better rates than In tha old eatabtlahed
4
5 io
Tf
These flowers, If they may be called
25 per cent additional to your property Cincinnati
towns.
7
3
0
Bottles only. $1.00 Site holding i't rimes
so, are each formed of four loops, the
At Demlng you can buy lota at HOI
returns, see that your assessment Is
tha trial site, which Mils for 50c
Batteries
Kllng;
Welmer
and
which will pay you 100 per cent In lesa
white ones fitting In the interstices ol
made before May 1, as tho penalty will W'lggs, Suthoff and Bergen.
rupiuD oklt ar
than twelve months.
be added on that date. GEORGE F.
the green. Around the deep brim a
S. C. DaWITT A CO., CHICAQO
In Demlng another good hotel la needed
grapes with, the
green
ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
white
few
and
At Pittsburg
R H E
to accommodate tha enormout Increase tf
bloom
some
on
tendrils,
curl.
and
g 12
population.
2
See the new Knox Pantourls bat Pittsburg
Elegant seperate shirts of black
Demlng la a great health reault hat no
1
4 11
comes in the light beaver color. The St. Louis
B. H. Brlggs & Co. and. S. Vann ft Son superior In climate (or tha cure ot pul
crepe de Chine, voile and etamine
Curry
Leever
Batteries
and
Smith;
swelle8t thing In the market. Simon
monary troubles.
designed for wear with seperate bod
and Ryan.
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
flounces of chiffon
exquisite
ices
have
whose
death
his
after
arri
occurred
o
8EVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Two large plants wiu be Installed within
ot
net
with
embroidered
and
flowers
val
Indianapolis, Ind., June
at
1903,
the
old
At New York
home.
R H E
the year.
Though black pond lillles Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
,
2
6
2 all kinds.
The Citizen reproduces the follow
annual meeting Travelers' Protective Boston
Why buy hlgn priced lota when you can
wild
blooms
are
roses
Cough Remedy.
that exist
ing article from the Hlllsboro, Ohio, get them In Demlng cheap now, with oer-0
2 and
6
Association of America. Rate one fare New York
"When I haa an attack of the grip Gazette:
taln advanoe assured?
Batteries Pittenger and Kittredge; only In the modiste's mind, they make
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
an effective trimming for these deep last winter (the second one) I actually
Milton. McKeehan, president of the Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20. Miller and Warner.
flounces. The upper parts of the cured myself with one bottle of Cham- McKeehan-Hlestan- d
Grocery company, passed for fertility, production of fruits
For further information call at ticket
vegetables of all kinds.
At Philadelphi-askirt are either tucked transversely, berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank of this place, died at his home on Wal and
H
office. F. L. Myers, agent.
Demlng otTera the tame opportunities
o
Brooklyn . . .
plaited or shirred all the way around W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of nut street on Wednesday morning at S now
9
tho moat prosperous cttlea In the
6
at Intervals of about eight or ten Shortsvllle. N. Y. "This is the honest o'clock, after an Illness of about three west that
Ten and 15 cent box lunches at any Philadelphia
offered several years ago.
I
kept
coughing
times
from
Chicago
day
at
truth.
Restau
at
weeks
Batteries
His
Jones
was
unexpectdeath
of
inches.
not
hour
and Jacklltscb;
the
the
Demlng needa one hundred new houses
McLaughlin and Zlmmer.
rant, Railroad avenue.
With restrictions the separate bod- myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l ed, as his condition had been preca- to supply the demand, and needs theva
ot this remedy, and when the cough- rious for some time, but the end came now. This demand continues to grow.
ices still enjoy popular favor despite
American League.
FURNISHED ROOM3.
predictions to the contrary. Dame ing spell would come on at night I suddenly and painlessly, and was due
At Washington
R H E Fashion has succeeded, however, in would take a dose and It seemed that directly to a weakened heart.
Buy at Headquarters.
for light housekeeping, with or with2
8
5
Come to us for your spring suit Bigin the briefest Interval the cough
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis Washington
He was born In Sinking Spring, this
reducing
subject
the
white
waist
to
the
7 11
3
gest and best stock; lowest prices.
House, between Hunlng and Coal, on New York
and no other Is permissible with a would pass off and I would go to sleep county, about 66 years ago, and develBatteries Lee and Clarke; Howell separate
SIMON STERN,
acSecond street.
perfectly
cough
oped
purfrom
Its
a
free
and
for
fondness
mercantile
an
Is
ornate and
skirt. This
and O'Connor.
Avenue Clothier.
Railroad
The
say
pains.
companylng
In
To
and
early
the
was
life
engaged
In
that
suits
beautiful in detail as ever and may be
Just received a large assortment of
remedy acted as a most agreeable sur the grocery business In Cynthlana,
any
silky
In
out
of
the
dia
carried
Notice of Forfeiture.
R H E
At Philadelphia
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber,
prise Is putting It very mildly. I hsd Plgua county, and later at Locust
4
6
5 phanous materials trimmed with lace, no Idea
Boston
Grant building.
Territory
of Arizona, County of Cocounty.
or
Grove,
would
could
knock
Adams
1867
It
re
In
that
he
o
7 12
2 embroidery and flowers.
Philadelphia
out the grip, simply because I had moved to Hlllsboro and was engaged chise, SB.
range
an
Is
There
of
extensive
See our new spring line of carpets.
Batteries Winters, Hughes and
M. J. Sherlock, bis heirs and ascream and pastel grounded voiles never tried it for such a purpose, but it In the retail grocery business for about To
We can save you money. Albert Fab- Farrell; Heley and Schreck.
signs:
years,
'
fifteen
then
a
with
did,
became
second
mem
the
and
and
seemed
at
it
avenue.
305
stamped
er,
West Railroad
and embroidered with flowers
You are hereby notified that I have
of
Jobbing
coughing
firm
ber
remedy
of
the
tack
caused
it
of
Amen,
the
R H E for late spring and summer gowns. to not only be of less duration, but the Gregg ft Co. Later the McKeehan-Hlestan- d expended one hundred dollars (f 100.00);
At St. Louis
F. A. jones, e. M C E.
3 13
3 One of the favorite blossoms is tho
St. Lou!
Consulting Mining Engineer
Grocery company was organ in labor and Improvements upon the
pains were far less severe, and I had
8
0 gardenia which is worn en bouquet not
4
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve) Chicago
contents of one bottle be- ized and he was made the president ot "Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate !
used
the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Batteries Slever and Kahoe; Pat with violets and imitated In embroid- fore Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For this large establishment and continued Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Bernaery of water color decorations.
Correspondence solicited,
terson, White and McFarland.
to act In the capacity until the time of lillo Co., New Mexico, aa will appear
by all druggists.
o
Sharing some of the favor accorded sale
bis death.
by certificate Died February 8, 1896, 4a
Douglas
L.
W.
styles
spring
Early
of
R H E the gardenia Is the simple
At Detroit
Mr. McKeehan leaves a wife, who the office of the recorder of said Conn
HOTEL ARRIVAL8.
Every style Is
shoes are at hand.
1
geranium. It Is remarkable how
11 18
Is a sister of Senator Foraker, and five ty, in order to hold said premises an- shown from the patent leather vlcl Detroit
1
7 2 well this flower holds Its own against
Alvarado.
children, as follows: Mrs. 8. T. Logan, der the provisions of section 2334 Redress shoe to the heavy box calf work- Cleveland
Batteries Donovan and Buelow; the fleeting changes of fashion. One
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Silllman, New of West wood: Miss Fannie, now en- vised Statutes of the United States, being styles, at S3 and 93.50.
Simon
reason is that it Is so realistic In the York; J. E. Cook, St. Louis; A. B. gaged In teaching school at Redlands, ing the amount required to hold
and Bemls.
Bernhard
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
the
variety of reds that are now de rigeur. Bennett and wife, Terre Haute, Ind.; Cal.; Frank, who resides here; Fred, same for the year ending December 31,
Association.
American
incidentally,
Short
and
was
Chicago
And,
never
red
Restaurant
The
more
R. Merrlfleld, Chicago; F. C. Cox, of El Paso, Texas; and Homer, of 1902.
At Louisvill- efashionable. Whole costumes In glow- Wheeling, W. Va.; W. 8. Hopewell, Cleveland.
Order House.
And If within ninety days from the
. , . , . i . .
Louisville
ing scarlet relieved with black aro Santa Fe; F. W. Hammett, Tuscola,
Meals and short orders at all hours Indianapolis
serving of this notice, you fall or re
2
Good for children.
seen everywhere and have a stunning 111.; D. E. Murphy, Omaha; R. S.
of the day. Boarding by the week at
fuse to contribute your proportion
The pleasant to take and harmless such expenditure, together with ol
topped with a chic Warner, Philadelphia; L. O. Brown,
when
ensemble
reduced rates. Remember the place
the
At Milwauke- eon Railroad avenue, between San Jose Milwaukee
Franklin, Pa.; J. C. Bridge, Cerrillos; One Minute Cough Cure gives imme- cost of this publication, as a
9 hat to match.
In
cases
relief
cough,
diate
all
of
A
bakery.
chapeau
worn
Vegas;
R.
smart
French
Kelly,
afterwith
an
market and
Las
J.
H. W.
your Interest In the said claim will be7
St. Paul
noon gown Is red granadlne had a Thorpe, Denver; H. Brockelbank, New croup and lagrlppe because It does not come the property of the subscriber un
pass
Mesa Rasort
Immediately
Into
the stomach, der said section 2324.
foundation of pale grey tulle and was York; Mrs. O. Germer, O. Germer,
i
At Kansas Cit- yThree miles from town, Just north
Caught In care Erie, Pa.; Miss A. Plummer, San Fran but takes effect right at the seat of
13 very large and flat.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
City
Kansas
up
of Mountain road. Covered wagon
trouble.
It
out
inflamthe
draws
the
City;
3 less clusters all over the tulle was a cisco; P. H. Smith, Oklahoma
ALEX CONRAD,
and back every day.. Tent room with Minneapolis
mass of purplish-reberries, while at A. B. Hawkins, Chas. A. Clark, Bur- mation, heals and soothes and cures
Signature.
best of water or board and lodging;
by
permanently
enabling
lunga
to
the
the back a large scarlet velvet bow lington, Iowa; P. M. Cannon, ColoAt Toledo
terms reasonable. For particulars Incontribute pure
and
5 with purplish sheen glistened against rado Springs; J. B. Block, Buffalo;
Legal Notice.
Toledo
quire this office. . oxygen to the blood and tis
B. Drake,
Dr. Ernest Schroeder,
J.
the
hair.
4
Columbus
Last Will and Testament of Rafaelit
n
sues.
H.
&
B.
Brlggs
Co.;
S.
Vann
The back was neat In effect and New York.
Boys' W. I Douglas 12.50 shoe- sMoya, Deceased.
& Son.
Yale Wins.
the sides were shirred In several
strongest boys' shoe in the worl- dTo
Sofia
Garcia,
executrix and legao
Sturges European.
At Harvar- dgroups of five rows each. It takes
made of box calf or vlcl kid, at (2.50.
tee; Rosalia Garcia, Daniel Garcia,
headquarters
are
We
cur
lace
for
Yale
W.
C.
Murphy,
Chicago;
J.
Dr.
a slender figure to wear such a skirt,
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave Clothier.
Ana Garcia, Rosana Garcia and Mi0
Trinity
Jacksonburg,
W. Va.; tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
though, as does the sun ray skirt, Holchklss,
guel Garcia, legators, and to all
Faber,
305
Railroad
avenue.
Fresh Cut Flowers,
which Is another new style. The lat Meliton 8. Otero and family, Peralta;
whom
it may concern.
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
ter is made of small plaits, which W. A. White and wife, Log Angeles; Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cal.
You are hereby notified that the al
years I had chronic bron spread suddenly from
Max
City;
ten
L.
Baer,
Kansas
R.
"For
Stone,
the top into a
We
have on sale to Coronado leged last will and testament of Ra- Our linen display Is attractive; our chitis so bad that at times I could not
Denver; Jno. A. Chapman, Detroit; Beach, will
Cal.,
on every Tuesday, Thurs- faellta Moya, late of the county of
prices none the less bo. Albert Faber, speak above a whisper," writes Joseph wide flare at the hem.
MusThe bodice of the grenadine gown J, G. Forlenbacher and family,
day
Saturday
during May, June, Bernalillo and territory of New Mex
and
Qrant building.
Coffman, of Montmorenct, Ind. "I has insertions of heavy creaflate kegon, Mich.; Fred Miller, Chicago; July, August and September, 1902; ico, deceased, has been produced and
o
tried all remedies available, but with threaded with black and there was W. L. Booth, Independence, Mo.; John round trip tickets at rate of 135, limit read In the probate court of the couni
Eggs for Hatching
From fine Black Mlnorcas, proline lay- no success. Fortunately my employer a lace yoke with Intrusted bunches o Kourg, Cerrillos; D. E. Hehern, Roy ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers in ty of Bernalillo, territory of New MexGatewood, East Las Vegas; R. P.
ers of large white eggs; 60 cents per suggested that I try Foley's Honey and black and steel beans.
either direction west of Barstow, CaL ico, at a regular term thereof, held on
C. B. Wilson, Denver, Denver;
miraculous,
was
almost
effect
Tar.
Its
light
eggs
13. Also
from the beautiful
For further Information call on ticket the seventh day of April, 1903, and the
elegant costume which might Oliver,Cook,
An
Socorro.
and I am now cured of the disease. On serve as a model fur home dressmaker J. F.
Brahma, 75 cents per 13.
agent Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe. day of the proving ot the said alleged
my recommendation many people have
last will and testament was by order
EDWARD McGUIRE.
F. L. Myers, agent.
developed In champagne ladies'
and
Highland.
Hotel
alused Foley's Honey and Tar, and
of the judge thereupon fixed for Mon
corsage baa a quaintly
cloth.
The
M. F. Bocber, Kansas City; C. B.
Electrical Works.
ways with satisfaction."
Alvarado shaped
day, the fourth day of May, A. D. 1903,
Call at Court House.
a
tipped
with
collar
bordered
M Nash, corner of Lead avenue and Pharmacy.
Gee, Madison, N. J.; Mrs. A. II. Law
term ot said court, at 10 o'clock In the
per
penalty
A
25
will
of
add
cent
be
upon
which are rence, Silver City; J. H. Ing, El Paso.
similar color taffetas
Second street, contractor and dealer
ed to all property returns not made forenoon of said day.
lace,
point
of
Incrustations
needle
In
New York.
Gophers will Dine
In all kinds of electrical appliances.
Given under my hand and the seal
fore May 1.
GEORGE F. AL
The skirt, having a hip emplecement
Metropolitan.
Electric door bells, chandaliers and
New York, April 23. The Minnesota of taffetas Incrusted to correspond
ot said court, this seventh day of April,
BRIGHT,
Assessor.
E. J. Pennell, A. C. Miner, Sliver
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans Society of New York has made plans
o
A. D. 1903.
and motors, and special wiring. Auto- for Its annual banquet to be given to falls Into Innumerable narrow plaits City; J Gunderman, L. R. Jackson, A.
Japanese and China matting in all
(Seal)
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
falling
a
to
from
flat
hem.
This
the
City.
Kansas
Honl,
matic 'phone 401.
grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Probate Court,
night at the Waldrof Astoria. The pieceraent gives
figure a sheath
O
the
avenue.
Grand Central.
Mrs. Bamuini, at ner parlors, No. society numbers among its members like effect distinctly becoming and al
Assessor's Notice.
Thos. Gleason, Kansas City.
205 South First street, over the Hyde many men prominent in business and lows the suppllce cloth to follow the
Roosevelt Rate.
hereby given that the unIs
Notice
metropolis
In
professional
circles
the
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
figure In the plaits In the graceful
Roosevelt will be in Santa dersigned, assessor of Bernalillo counPresident
constipation
troubles
and
liver
For
arranged
speakers
for
to give thorough scalp treatment, do and the list of
any tendency
to
lines, destroying
Fe May 6 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For ty, has for the convenience of tat
There's nothing better In creation
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions the banquet Is a notable one. Albert bulklnesss.
occasion we will sell round trip payers, opened an office at Room 11,
this
Early
Risers,
famous
Little
the
Than
and ingrowing nails. She gives mas- Shaw, editor of the Review of ReDeep frlngs are seen on gowns ol little pills
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and B, ArmlJo Building, Third and Railroad
lint.
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. views, heads the
all descriptions and are graceful and
They slways effect a cure and save good to return May 6, for one fare at avenue, over B. Ufeld A Co., In the city
Bambini's own preparations of com
properly
13.45. To bona flde members of the ot Albuquerque, where returns of tag
A blua doctor bills.
when
effective
used.
appe"Now good digestion waits on
plexion cream builds up the skin and
national guard In uniform we will payers will be received until further
charming
a
new
voile,
ruolr
face
different
Early
are
Risers
Little
Improves the complexion, and art tite, and health on both." U it doesn't, material which may be mistaken for
pills. They do not weak- make the low rate of $1.75 for the notice.
all
other
from
Blood
Bitters.
try
Burdock
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Sbs
and Is less expensive than crepe de en the system, but act as a tonic to the round trip. F. I Myers, agent.
o
It is made the Imperative duty of
also prepares a hair tonle that cures
Chine, affords a striking arrangement tissues by arousing the secretions and
rears.
the assessor to assess a penalty
For over 8lxty
Dedication
Ceremoniea,
Louisiana
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
Pur
of fringed ornamentation.
It begins restoring the liver to the full performreAn old and well tried remedy.
chase Exposition, April 30 and May against all tax payers who fall to
out; restores life to dead hair; re
In an unlined yoke ot blue lace, from ance of Ita functions naturally. B. H.
property
and
taxation
for
Syrup
has
Soothing
turn
their
Winslow's
Mrs.
2, 1903. National and International
moves moles, warts and superfluous
the lower edge of which a frtng ot Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
Good Roads Convention, April 27, this requirements of the Statute will
hair. Give her a trlaL She also hat been used for over sixty years by mil fine steeel beads falls to the waist
be enforced against all persons who
May 2, 1803. 6t Louis.
a very fine tooth powder which shr Hons of mothers for their children
DEATH OF MILTON McKEEHAN.
One fare plus $3 for round trip; fall to make their returns to the underguarantee! to be free from all metallic while teething with perfect success. line.
The skirt, which Is scant and cling- Father of Frederick McKeehan, For- dates of sale, April 28 and 29, good to signed within the period required by
substances. It perfumes the breath, It soothes the child, softens the gums, ing,
trails in the back and Is former.
and
colic,
pain,
allays
cures
wind
all
leave St. Louie up to May 4. For fur- law.
merly of this City, Died at
bardens the gums and makes the teeth
overlapping rowt of fringe
The assessor or a deputy will be la
Hlllsboro, Ohio.
ther information call on ticket agent.
clean and white. It Is highly recom la the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is entirely of
matching
on the bodice. The low
constant
drug
attendance at the place desby
that
McKeepleasant
B.
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to
A
taste.
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time
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above
each
from 8 o'clock a. u,
suceed
every
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part
world.
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United
States
han,
of
o
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cure,
ft
and
so a face powder, a freckle
"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,' until 6 o'clock p. m., each business day
cents a bottle. Its value ing row is narrower, although that at marshal's office, this city, now stationpimple cure, and pile cure. All of Twenty-fived at El Paso, was called to Hlllsboro, "Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at for the purpose of receiving returns,
these preparations are purely vegeta- Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for the top Is fully nine Inches deep.
'
preJ. M. SANDOVAL,
woman
with
iasnionabie
No
Syrup,
Ohio, In response to a message an- Santa Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call
and
Soothing
Mrs.
Winslow's
titaL
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Give
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see
Myers,
F.
L.
any
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for
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ready
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no
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kind.
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other
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Automatlo telephone 190.
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They are gaining In popular favor every season because they
are more comfortable ana look
daintier than high Shoos

A

BLACK DCMuOLA,
$1.65.

PATENT KID WELT,
$3.00.

PATENT KID, HAND TURN,
$3.50.

SANDALS,

IF CLEANLINESS IS NEXT
TO GODLINESS
you can find everything essential to a
good lue here soap, washing pow-

ders, brooms, brushes and buckets and
all the rest, besides a lot of other
things which are the housekeeper's delight, but which It would take too
much time to enumerate. For house
cleaning utensils and aids visit Trotter's.

F Successor
F TROTTEB
to J. L.
Bell A Co.

"3
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
run a modern Hospital Anr

bu'ance

Day

and Night

South Second St.

IRIS BRAND
of California Canned Goods and our
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
t trial, we know we can please you.
D. WE1LLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers,
o
YOU CAN, OF COURSE,

Prompt and Careful

Service

BOTH PHONES.
201 211

North Second

St

MONFV TO LOAN.

buy bread anywhere, but If you want
home-mad- e
good, light,
well-bake-

bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes,
this Is the place. You cannot buy such
as we bake anywhere else. You will
find everything that we bake the best
Our prices the lowest for the quality.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
A15.
0

On diamonds, wutcnes etc.. or any
good security; also boupvihoM goods

Square Piano,
If you do not feel able to purchase a
stored with me; strictly
Highest cash price paid tor Uousebold new upright piano for your children to
learn on, why not purchase a good
good. Automatic 'phone 140.
.
T. a. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue square piano from Hall & Learnard.
We will take It back In exchange for
KEEP COOL.
a new upright any time within one
During the warm months by using year. See us alout It.
Electric Fan. Season opens May 1.
Boys' brash and duck suits In
Order now. Electric Light & Power
sailors and double breasted, in
company.
white, blue and brown; handsomely
o
SIMON
trimmed, $1.50 to $2.50.
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
STERN, the Railroad avenue clothier.
A

Nor-folk-

Home made bread, cakes and pies,
fresh from the oven every day. Brown
bread and baked beans, Yankee style,
on Saturdays. Wagon will call in any
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1516
South Second etreet, Bell 'Phone 113.
f
Patent leather slippers for babies,
Children ami misses. $1, $1.25 and
f 1.40; red kid slippers, 75 cents, $1.00
and 11.40; black kid slippers, f 1.25
SLd $1.35; black kid oxfords, $1 25 and
$1.45, at C. May's popular priced shoe
store, 2u8 West Railroad avenue.

o

To Property Owners.
If you wish to avoid paying taxes on
25 per cent additional to your property
returns, see that your assessment Is
made before May , as the penalty will
be added on that date. GEORGE F.
ALBRIGHT, Assessor,
o

For Sale.
We now have a number of square
pianos on hand all of which must be
sold to make room for new stock. If
you want a bargain see Hall & Learn
ard about It.

SPRING

ATTIRE

"We

would suggest that
you select your Spring
6uit now while our stock
is full and complete.
Ow0ll Bulta In

Fancy

1

Casslmeres and Cheviots

$12 to S18
Fine

llibV'l L'uilerwear

Fine

llalbrij.'t-'iu- i

91 .00 per suit
Underwear

.

..

91.00 per suit

French llullritry;iiii Underwear,.

91 SO per suit
Fancy

llalbrlraii Underwear.

.

.

92.50 per suit

Fancy Lisa Thread Underwear..

93.00 per suit

I

En La
N

y.

uates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
The egal fight Is over and Dr. Conner will still be found In his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Specialty Osteopathy

f"

SHIRTS

hap-rcne-

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING

Miss L. M. Johnston
who is a graduate of the Smith Business College, at Paducah,
Ky , has fitted up parlors at 113
North Third street,
where she will teach Stenography AND Typewriting to
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.
ryreToTSTyryroXoTSToXoXcrrgryrsr
Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

Per-alta-

$2.50.
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Stern

signs the OSTEOPATHIC HILT
GOVERNOR OTERO
Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Grad-

T

BLACK KID SANDALS,
$1.50 to $2.50.

.Nos. 118 and

Simon

Nice brick sidewalks are being laid
on North Walter street.
A. B. McMillen, attorney, has gone
The Railroad A ve Clothier
to Santa Fe on legal matters.
Dr. J. W. Elder, the popular physic-Ian- ,
was at the territorial capital on
business.
Attorney Neill B. Field Is expected
trip
to return from his Denver-Chicagabout May 1.
Mrs. J. L. Johnson has arrived from
Santa Fe, to visit her daughter, Mrs.
B. B. Baca.
Mike Mandell, the clothier, left last
evening for Denver, where he Journeys
An immense showing of
for business.
the following celebrated S
C. L. Doran, the postofflce Inspector"
left this morning for Washington, D.
maices:
C, on official business.
BAND.
ITALIAN
Attorney Charles A. Spless, who has
been In the city several days, left last Will Give
Annual Concert and Dance
night for his home In Las Vegas.
at Colombo Hall, April 28.
John Kourg, a business gentleman of
On Tuesday evening, April 28, the
Cerrlllos, Is In the city today, Inter Italian band of
this city will hold forth
viewing loral wholesale merchants.
91, 91.25, 91.75,
at Colombo hall, giving their third
J. P. Goodlander, the St. Louis drug annual concert and ball.
92 and 92.50
tourist, Is in the city with his samProgram.
ples, coming In from the west last March, "Golden Gate". .Emillo Rlvela 1
in all the very',fnewest
night.
Overture, "Something Doing".F. Beyer
1, l
i. :
unai i
uuiui vuuiuuiauuua
Martin Tlerney, the street commis- Clarionet solo Grand Fantastia,
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"....
white pleated.
sioner, with his wagon force, did some
T. H. Rollinson
to
fine work yesterday in cleaning up
alleys.
Professor Ramirez.
Gounod
Grand Selection. "Faust''
Meliton S. Otero and family, of
Intermission.
Valencia county, aro In the city
Verdi
today on a visit to relatives and Violin solo, "Rlgoletto"
Boys' Crash and Duck
Professor DIMauro.
friends.
Suits ; In Nor folks, Sailors
J. B. Lampe
Hiawatha
All the school houses in the city will
Fantasia, "La Grande Duchesse de
and
double breasted; blue
be decorated, both Inside and outside,
J. Offenbach
Gerolsteln"
on May 6, when President Theodore
white and brown; handTrombone solo, "Ricordl PrimaveRoosevelt arrives.
Luigi d'Aloe
rlli Fantasia
somely
trimmed.
Tomorrow the high school boys and
G. Formica,
girls are to have happy times galore. Waltz, "Majestic"
R. H. Barker
They are to go out to the Bear canyon March, "The Jolly Blacksmith"..
and see the sights and enjoy lunch.
A. L. Maresh
Miss urral Highbargaln and niece.
Committee in charge: Toney Morel-li- ,
Miss Mamie, have arrived from Neo-shBen Digneo and John Morelli. TickFalls, Kansas, and they will visit ets $1, admitting gentleman and ladies.
here the family of George Highbargaln.
Here from Denver.
W. A. Lamb, representing the Morse- B. F. Davis and wife, who were
I. O. O. F.
down south on business and pleasure, Fairbanks company of Denver, will be
Regular meeting Albuquerque lodge
are again In the city, and will remain in the city for a couple of weeks lookuntil Monday, when they will leave ing into the affairs of the company No. 1. All members and visitors rewhich he represents. The Morse-Fai- r
quested to be present to help with the
for Denver.
company supplied the Santa Fe Initiation.
banks
Mrs. Thomas P. Gable, of Santa Fe.
JOHN WILEY, N. G.
came in from the north last night, and Central railroad with all their machin
the standard
D. G. MILLER, Secretary.
continued south to El Paso, where she ery, and undoubtedly
machinery will be
will join her husband, who Is located qualities of their
the Albuquerque
A new upright piano for rent, In- when
considered
in that place.
Is being built.
quire at The Whitson Music Co.
Eastern
United States Attorney Chllders Is
While in Albuquerque Mr. Lamb will
up in Las Vegas today on legal busi- look Into several
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
plants
irrigation
ness connected with the case of
contiguous to Albuquerque, for the 2 dozen fresh Kansas eggs
50c
Romero, charged with cutting purpose of supplying them with gaso30c
timber, near El Porvenlr, on the Pecos line pumping plants. The company Newton Creamery butter .;.
3
tomatoes
35c
forest reserve.
represented by Mr. Lamb Installed the 2 can3
25c
cans California apricots
saniCruces,
which
plant
pumping
Las
Mary
Sebastian, of the
Sister
at
flour, per package.. 15c
Ralson
health
tarium, met with a painful accident has a pumping capacity of 1,000 gal 2 10c packages Celluloid starch. ., ,15c
yesterday, when she broke one of her Ions a minute, and has proven a great Dried raspberries, per package. ., .31c
fingers by the top of the vehicle falling success.
2 three pound cans of hominy
25fl
which caught her finger against one
Gun powder, English breakfast and
A Paper for Belen.
of the iron bars.
50c
mixed tea, per pound
Mr. Webb, who has been ranching
A useful household article free with
There will be a special conclave of and mining In Socorro county, Is In
Pilgrim commandery, No. 3, Knights the city today, and was a pleasant every pound sold.
Templar, Saturday evening, April 25, caller at The Citizen office. He says
We continue selling all patent medfor degree work. Visiting Sir Knights that he Is putting In a printing office icines at reduced prices.
We have a complete stock of campcordially invited. By order of the E. C. plant at Belen. the cut off town, for
L. H. Chamberlin, recorder.
the publication of a six column week ers' supplies, tents, stoves, beds,
Marshal McMUlln is collecting the ly newspaper, to be known as "The stools, In fact everything to make up a
names of a number of boys who are New Mexico American." Mr. Webb Is complete camp outfit. Prices always
shooting song birds. He says he In a newspaper man of wide experience, the lowest.
THE MAZE,
tends to have all the boys up before and The Citizen hopes he will succeed
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Justice Crawford In the police court, In his venture at Belen. The new paper will be printed all in English, and
if the practice is not stopped.
We can suppiy your wants In oil
devoted to building up Valencia coun-'y- , cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
Master Mechanic Barnes, of the
especially Belen.
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
local shops, who, with his wife and
Railroad avenue.
children, was back east on a visit to
Base Ball Sunday.
At the fair grounds Sunday afterrelatives and friends, returned to the
There will
an examination for
city last night, and they report having noon, at 3 o'clock, the Old Town Tig- city teachers he
April 30 and May 1 at
will
ers
team
cross
a
known
bats with
had a splendid vacation.
office of the city superintendent
as "The Reds." and It will be the hot- the
Mrs. William Neville, wife of
In the Central school building. The
Neville, of Piatt, Neb., test game of the season. Toney Or- examination will begin at 9 o'clock a.
passed through the city this morning tiz, Shepard, Cosgrove, Vorhes, Gar- m. A. B. STROUP, Superintendent.
cia, Hellweg. Quier, Merrltt and Moya,
en route from El Paso to their home
with Otero and Olguln substitutes, will
Ye sweete songes of ye olde folkes
in Nebraska.
Mr. Neville expects to
constitute
"The Reds' " players, and
locate at Douglas, Ariz., In a short some of the boys were formerly mem- at Lead Avenue Methodist meetings
house, Tuesday evening, Aprile 28,
time.
bers of the old Browns base ball club. A. D. 1903, under direction of Uncle
Every Friday afternoon for several
Amazeah Grunshaw Houghton.
Death In Washington.
weeks In the future, the First and Sec
25 cents. Tickets at Hall &
well
M.
known
citizen
A.
a
Clancy,
ond ward schools are to hold spelling
Learnard's.
Is
Washington.
dead.
The
D.
of
C.
matches. This will be a fine thing for
D. WEILLER at CO.
the pupils, as very few can spell any- deceased was the father of Hon. F. W.
GROCERS.
where near correct after leaving their Clancy, district attorney of this judic
ial district, and Harry Clancy, of SanTeas and Coffees Always Fresh.
books. This act Is commendable.
ta Fe. The Citizen extends condolence
At the sanitarium, In the past six to the bereaved sons.
months up to January 1, . there has
D
O
been treated 194 cases, and sixty-fou- r
Card of Thanks.
"THAT TIRED FEELING
I wish to publicly thank the Albu
of these were charity patients.
The
lodge, the Brother
sisters of charity are doing a noble querque Eagb-work for mankind, and the bazaar, hood of Railway Trainmen, O. W.
which is being held for the benefit ot Strong & Sons, and other friends, who
the sanitarium, merits the heavy pat so k!ndly assisted me In my late beronage which it Is receiving.
reavement.
MRS MYRON J. GERMAN.
Martin L. Garcia, who was so badlj
scalded alout the head and body, by
We desire to express our sincere
the bursting of a steam pipe early thanks to friends and neighbors who
yesterday morning at the local Santa 5o kindly assisted and helped us In
Fe Pacific shops, is reported better at the sickness
and death of our daugh
the hospital this afternoon. It is now ter, Gladys, and especially the Broth
thought that he will recover. L. J. erhood of Locomotive Engineers and
Atkln.s, the other man who was also Ladles' Auxiliary.
badly burned, is better, too.
MR. & MRS. S. S. SPARKS.
ii. J. Sels, the Indian trader neat-For- t
"Cure
the cough and save the life.
Wingate, is here for treatment
Dr. Wood s Norway Pine Syrup cures
for a very bad case of dropsy. Mr. (oughs
and colds, down to the very
fc'els was accompanied to the city by
verge of consumption.
his mother, and they have taken rooms
we have all read about and most every
o
at No. 516 North Second street. Dr.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Pres man has experienced that weariness
Crosson has charge ot the case, and, byterlan church will give a tea at the and disgust over frayed collars and
although Mr. Seis is in a bad fix, the lesidence of Mrs. J. A. Summers, 601 fringed cuffs; over iron-rus- t
shirts;
gentleman is reported resting easy to Roma avenue, Thursday afternoon, over
everything Is
day.
from 3 to 6.
easily obviated by having one's clothes
o
laundered here. We'll promise you this
John Cornetto, proprietor of "The
Electric Fans.
much: we will launder linen to your
Vendome" hotel, is shaping his busianThe electric company desires to
ness affairs, so as to leave the city on nounce
satisfaction.
that the fan season opens on
May 6 with Charles Mellnl, and during
May 1.
Get your orders In now, so
Corabsence
his brother, Joseph
his
there
tuat
will be no delay In Installnetto, of Grand Junction, Colo., will
your
ing
fan.
come to this city to assist Mrs. Cornetto In th) management of the hotel.
No tuberculosis preservallne or col
Messrs. Cornetto and Mellnl will visit orlng In Matthews' Jersey milk.
Back of Pottoffic

Cuett

BLACK KID WELT,
$2.75.

I

PARAGRAPHS

Elgin, Monarch

DLACK KID, HAND TURN,
$2.25.

PATENT LEATHER

their old homes at Turin, Italy, and
expect to be absent about thre
mouths.
The Citizen, the other day, mentioned the marrinue in Denver of
James 8. Black, late foreman of the
Democrat, to Mrs. A. E. Hams, alsi
formerly of this city Today, C. F.
tvoberts, foreman of 1 he Citizen composing room, received a letter from
Mr. Black at San Francisco. Cp.I., confirming the news of his marriage, and
raying that he would remember the
boys with cigars.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Mcdulre, of Helen,
sre In the city today, and Mr. McOuIre
will continue to Denver tonight, when
he will enter a hospital there to be
d
treated for an accident which
to him In a wreck In Nevada
alout a year ago. Mrs. McGulre Is a
sister of George Rowsell, the printer,
and was disappointed in not finding
Jier brother here. The lady will return to Belen tonight.

Washburn

Q1.50

'

if FSTAjtRETT's?

Mar-guerit- o

ooooooaoooooaooooo

s

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company

$2.50

a

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of
J
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A

Revelation

WEST SOLD AVENUE.

I

An examination of our stock of ready

made clothing by those not already
posted will Indeed prove a revelation.
We have the best and biggest stock
in the southwest Call and save money.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
The Citizen

cents per week.

15

o

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE IN8URANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
CROMWKLL BLOCK.
ROOMS
Automatic Telephone 174.
12-1-

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

DELICATESSEN STORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can ticCerrllloe and Gallup Domettlo Lump
kle your palate. D. WEILLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers,
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.60 per ton.
Anthracite, larger alzee, $7.75 per
MONEYIOLOAN
ton.
On diamonds, watches or any good
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
security. Great bargains tn watches
Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
of every description.
avenue; uptown office, Arm I Jo bldg.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few door
Telephones:
Automatic, 418 and
north of postofflce.
267; 8ell, 45.

R

J.

POST

& CO.

HARDWARE
Best Grades..

re?

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

A COHPLETE

T-- 1

"

aoaoooooooaoaooooo

Imperial Laundry

S. VA MM
AMD SON

